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STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift

Renormalization group theory on phase transitions in square Ising models

1. De berekening die Droz, Katz en Gunton gedaan hebben OB de kritieke

amplitude in de soortelijke warmte van het vierkante Ising-oodel te

bepalen, uitgaande van een renormalisatie-transfonnatie, is gebaseerd

op een foutieve vergelijking.

M. Droz, S.L. Katz en J.D. Gunton, Phys. Rev. BIS, 243 (1977).

2. Als een metamagaeet gedefinieerd wordt als een spinmodel dat bestaat

uit lagen met een ferromagnetische wisselwerking in de lagen en een

antiferromagnetische interactie tussen de lagen, dan heeft de twee-

dimensionale Ising-metamagneet geen trikritieke overgang, in tegen-

stelling tot het drie-dimensionale analogon.

Hoofdstuk 6 van dit proefschrift.

3. De kritieke temperatuur van een anisotroop Ising-model op een honing-

raat-rooster kan voor alle positieve waarden van de interactiepara-

meters bepaald worden met behulp van de samenstelling van de ster-

driehoekstransformatie en de duale transformatie.

G.H. Mannier, Rev. Mod. Phys. 17, 50 (1945).

U.M. F. Houtappel, Physica 16, 426 (1950).

4. De bewering gedaan door Niemeijer en Van Leeuwen, dat periodieke

randvoorwaarden equivalent zouden zijn met een beperking tot perio-

dieke configuraties, is onjuist.

Th. Niemeijer en J.M.J. van Leeuwen in "Phase transition and

critical phenomena", eds. C. Domb en M.S. Green (London, Academ-

ic Press), 6, biz. 466, 467 (1976).

5. De gedachte dat een fysische theorie zich wezenlijk onderscheidt van

fenomenologie is in strijd met het empirische karakter van de natuur-

kunde .



6. Binnen de schaaltheorie (scaling) kan het begrip lengteschaal-imvaTi-

antie (length scaling) gezien worden als de veronderstelling dat de

vrije energie een exponent heeft gelijk aan de dimensionaliteit van

het systeem. Zonder speciale aanwijzingen daarvoor is het nogal wil-

lekeurig om aan te nemen dat het altijd de vrije energie zou zijn die

deze bijzondere exponent heeft, in tegenstelling tot grootheden als

entropie of interne energie.

7. De kern Kt(x,y) = exp[i(x2+ y2)/2tan(t) - ixy/sin(t)J(2ni sin(t))~*

definieert een integraaltransformatie op complexe functies van een

reële variabele. Voor waarden van de parameter t tussen 0 en 2TT levert

K een groe? integraaltransformaties isomorf met ü(l).

8. De uitdrukking die Eberly en Wódkiewicz afleiden voor wat ze noemen

het tijdsafhankelijke fysische spectrum voor een fotodetector is niet

causaal afhankelijk van het opvallende licht.

J.H. Eberly en K. Wódkiewiez, J. Opt. Soa. Am. 67_, 12S2 (1977).

9. Alleen in drie dimensies bestaan er meer dan één dichtst gestapelde

roosters.

10. De complexe admittantie, gemeten aan vaste en vloeibare ionen-gelei-

ders, blijkt in zeer veel gevallen, voor lage waarden van de frekwen-

tie o> van de aangelegde spanning, beschreven te worden door A(iw) ,

waarbij A en a niet van w, maar wel van de temperatuur en het elec-

trodemateriaal afhangen. Deze frekwentie—afhankelijkheid is tot op

heden niet bevredigend verklaard.

11. De afwijzende houding van veel moderne wetenschappers tegenover het

christendom berust in de meeste gevallen op een vooroordeel, in een

mate die in de wetenschap als onaanvaardbaar zou worden beschouwd.

12. De door Shahin et al. gebruikte aanduiding "almost homogeneous" voor

hun lipoxygenase-preparaat zou zonder veel moeite aanmerkelijk aan

overtuigingskracht kunnen winnen door een uitgebreidere electroforese-

test.

I. Shahin, S. Grossman en B. Sredni, Bioah. Bioph. Aata, 529, 300

(1978).



13. Dat in de wet op de dierproeven honden, katten, paarden en apen een

grotere bescherming genieten dan andere dieren, suggereert dat deze

wet er niet zozeer toe dient om dieren te ontzien, als wel emoties

van mensen. Deze suggestie is juist.

18 december 1978 Bernard Nienhuis



The heavens are telling the glory of God;

and the firmament proclaims His handiwork.

Day to day pours forth speech,

and night to night declares knowledge.

There is no speech, nor are there wordsi

their voice is not heard;

Yet their voice goes out through all the earth,

and their words to the end of the world.

•psalm 19 1—4

aan vrlgn vader

X-'
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION: SCALING AND UNIVERSALITY

i (1.0) Introduction and summary.

Vhase transitions are striking physical phenomena known to many

non-physicists as they occur in every day life in the form of liquid-

i gas and solid-liquid transitions. As a consequence the subject has

i been studied for a long time. Nevertheless the understanding of these

> phenomena has made considerable progress in the last decade, and the

•' topic is still under active study. Most well-known transitions are

;. indicated by a discontinuous change in quantities as energy, density

or magnetization under variation of external physical parameters as

temperature, pressure or magnetic field. The discontinuous quanti-

ties are called order parameters and this type of transitions is

called first order as the order parameters are first partial deriva-

tives of the Helmholtz free energy. Often such a transition curve

terminates in a critical point indicated by a divergence in the

response function of the order parameter, e.g. specific heat, com-

pressibility or susceptibility. These critical points are called

second order transitions because the divergent quantities are second

derivatives of the free energy. When the critical point is approached,

.-: the response function diverges mostly as a power law and also some non-

divergent quantities approach their critical value as power laws.

;. This is a common characteristic for critical points of widely differ—

r ent systems. Some examples of these power laws for magnetic systems

are listed in table 1. Another typical critical point phenomenon is

f the occurrence of large-scale fluctuations in the order parameter.

;. These are directly related to the divergence of the response function,

r which can be expressed as a spatial integral of the correlation

: function. The correlation length E. being the range of the correlation

function, also diverges as a power law in the vicinity of a critical

[• point.

. In the description of critical phenomena the notion of critical

r exponents is introduced as the exponents that occur in the power law

:• divergences. One of the aims of the theory is to predict the value of

'< the critical exponents starting from the microscopic interactions of
t
I the system. The renormalization group has proven to be a powerful

M f I
I



instrument not only to calculate these exponents, but also to under-

stand the occurrence of power laws. In this thesis I present some

renormalization group calculations on a number of phase transitions

in a square Zsing model, both second and first order. Of these

transitions critical exponents are calculated, the amplitudes of the

power law divergences and the locus of the transition. In some cases

attention is paid to the thennodynamic functions also far from the

critical point. In this introductory chapter two important concepts

in the theory of critical phenomena will be discussed: universality

and scaling. In chapter 2 the renormalization group theory is

reviewed. It is shown how a rersormalization transformation, which re-

lates two similar systems with different macroscopic dimensions, can

be constructed, and how some critical properties of the systcn follow

from this transformation. In the subsequent chapters several numeri-

cal and analytical applications are presented. In chapter 3 it is

shown that by means of a renormalization transformation the complete

thermodynamic functions can be calculated in the critical region and

also far from criticality. The numerical results for the square Ising

model with nearest neighbor interaction are compared with the exact

solution of Onsager. The locus of the phase transition in a three

dimensional parameter space for square Ising models is calculated in

chapter 4. In chapter 5 first order transitions are discussed in the

context of renormalization. A numerical calculation is presented on

Onsager's model in a magnetic field. The analyticity of the free

energy at the phase boundary is discussed for the same model. In

chapter 6 several so called multicritical transitions are treated.

The behavior of antiferromagnets in a magnetic field is calculated.

In a class of antiferromagnetic models a tricritical transition is

found. Finally a model is discussed in which ferromagnetic and anti-

ferromagnetic ordering compete.



Table I. Power laws and critical exponents of a ferromagnet. The symbol
T denotes the relative difference of the temperature T and
the critical temperature Tc: (T-Tc)/Tc, H is diroensionless,
proportional to the magnetic field and r measures distances
in lattice spacings. The last column gives the condition for
which the asymptotic behavior in the second column holds. In
all cases it is assumed that |T| <3C 1 and |H| « I.

specific heat c

c

—a
T
-a'M

H = 0, T > 0

H = 0, T < 0

spontaneous magnetization M ~ H = 0, T < 0

zero field susceptibility H

U

0

0

T >0

T <0

critical isotherm magnetization M ~ T - 0

correlation length H - 0 T > 0

H = 0 T < 0

critical spin-spin correlation
function

2-d-n
~ r

0 H



(1.1) Universality and thermodynamic scaling.

Throughout the field of critical phenomena thermodynamic quanti-

ties are found to exhibit power law dependences on external parame-

ters. For instance the specific heat of a ferromagnet just above the

Curie temperature T in the absence of a magnetic field behave as

c = C T"° (I.I)
o

where T = (T-T ), I a measure of the temperature T and a and C are

constants. A similar behavior is found near critical points of widely

different systems as liquid-gas transitions, binary liquid mixtures,

binary alloys antiferremagnets, super fluid helium etc. The ex-

pression i.l can be thought of as a solution of a simple scaling con-

dition

c(At) " K C ( T ) (1.2)

where K = A a. This notion that a rescaling of the reduced tempera-

ture T near a critical point corresponds to a rescaling of the spe-
" . . 2 3)

cific heat has been generalized by several authors ' to include the

magnetic field B. The result has become known as the thermodynamic

scaling hypothesis and predicts that the free energy in the vicinity

of the critical point is the sum of an analytic function and a

singular piece f which satisfies

f U T, A "ill = Aa fg(T,H) . (1.2)

Here A is an arbitrary positive number, d is the number of space di-

mensions, H is a dimensonless parameter proportional to the magnetic

field: H = - viB/kT with y the magnetic moment of an atom and y_ and

y are constant exponents though y_ may depend on the sign of T. The
r vTi
;-_ general solution can be found by setting A •1|T| equal to an arbitrary
i' fixed value x which is sufficiently small:

i,

j: f
s<

T»H> " Kl 2"" S(H|x|~A) , (1.4)

10



where the exponent for the specific heat a*d/y_,-2 and A*yH/yT-

As y may depend on the sign of T I shall follow the notation intro-

duced in Table I and use A', S' and y,J, for T < 0 . The power laws for

other quantities can be derived from eq. 1.3 by differentiation. The

spontaneous magnetization M for T < 0 is found by differentiation

with respect to H:

M(T, H = 0) ~|T| 2- a'~ A' , (1.5)

hence B = 2-a'-A' . (1.6)

One more differentiation with respect to H gives for the zero-field

susceptibility

X ~ |T| , (1.7)

which yields for y'

y< = a'-2+2A'
(l 8)

and correspondingly y = a-2+2A . "

If the magnetization is finite for T = 0, H ^ 0 the limits T t 0 and

T J 0 give

M(T = 0, H) ̂ H * 2"^' 4" 1 (1.9)

The exponent 6 is therefore given by

1/6 = (2-o)/A-l = (2-a')/A'-l . (1.10)

Thus the exponents a, a1, 6, y, y1 and 6 are all expressed in terms

of yT» yi and yH and consequently satify some relations:



o' + 26 + y1 - 2

6 + Yf - SB (I.n)

Y/V = (2-<x)/(2-o')

These relations have been verified in model calculations as well as

in experiments. This in itself is a strong justification for the

scaling hypothesis eq. 1.3 or 1.4. Moreover also in the intermediate

region T 4 0, H ^ 0 the scaling form of the free energy has been
4)

confirmed by experiment .

It turns out that the similarity between critical phenomena of

unlike systems is greater than just the occurrence of power law
4)singularities. It has been established that quite different systems

often have the same critical exponents and up to a multiplicative

constant the same scaling function. This is contained more precisely

in the universality hypothesis, which asserts that there are a

limited number of universality classes of systems, each characterized

by a set of critical exponents and a scaling function. Though a few

models have been found in which the critical exponents vary continu-

ously with the microscopic interaction parameters, it is generally

believed that such models are exceptional and that in general univer-

sality holds. Model calculations as well as experiment indicate that

the dimensionality of the system and the symmetry group of the order

parameter differentiate between universality classes. However it is

not known precisely which additional microscopic parameters influence

the critical exponents.

32



(1.2) Kadanoff's length scaling.

Shortly after the conjecture of the scaling form of the free
2) 3)

energy eq. 1.4 by Domb and Hunter and by Widom a paper has been

published by Kadanoff in which he gave an intuitive justification

of the scaling hypothesis. At the same time he related the exponents

v and n of the correlation function to the exponents a and 6 of the

thermodynamic quantities. His analysis leading to a stronger scaling

conjecture is often referred to as length scaling in contrast to

thermodynamic scaling discussed in the previous section. In this

section I shall review this paper of Kadanoff which can be regarded

as the first application of renormalization group theory to critical

phenomena.

Consider an Ising ferromagnet wich only nearest neighbor inter-

action on a d-dimensional hypercubic lattice in a field B. The

hamiltonian h is given by

h = J I s.s. + uB I s. , (1.12)

where i labels the lattice sites and < i,j> the nearest neighbor

pairs of sites, and u is the magnetic moment of spin s. = ±1. In the

partition sum Z the hamiltonian enters divided by a factor -kT and

for convenience I shall absorb this factor in the parameters to de-

fine dintension!ess quantities:

K - --LK " kf

(1.13)

* kT *

Likewise a dimensionless free energy is defined as

f = limi In Z N , (|.14)
N-*»

where Z^ is the partition sum of a lattice of N spins. The quantities

K, H, 3f, and f will be referred to in the sequel as coupling

13



constant, magnetic field, hamilionian and free energy. Suppose the

model is close to its critical point K • K , H = 0, then the corre-

lation length £ measured in lattice spacings is large compared to I.

Imagine the lattice to be divided in cubic cells of Z lattice sites

on a side, containing £ spins. The size £ of such cells is chosen

small compared to C: 1 < t « £. As a consequence the spins in one

cell strongly tend to line up either up or down, and the whole cell

will behave roughly as one Ising spin. All cells together can be

viewed as a rescaled Ising model described by an effective

hamiltonian 3C with a new coupling constant K* and an effective field

H*. The correlation length £ of the rescaled lattice must be given by

C(K',Hf) = C(K,H)/£ . (1.15)

If the initial hamiltonian X is critical, i.e. K - K and H = 0, the

correlation length £(K,H) is infinite and likewise £(K',H'). Conse-

quently the hamiltonians X and X1 are simultaneously critical.

The interaction of a cell i' with the field is given by

H J s. . (1.16)

But since the spins are practically lined up, this can be replaced by

H's!, = XHH s!, , (1.17)

where s', = ±1 and X.. is somewhat less than I to take into account

the average deviation from total alignment. The effective coupling

constant K1 simulates the interaction of the spins on the boundary of

a cell with those of a neighboring cell. As this involves the spins

within the interacting cells only, K1 is expected to be an analytic

function of K and H. The effective hamiltonian 3C1 will besides K* and

H' also contain a contribution g(K,H) per spin on account of the

interaction of the spins within one cell among themselves. This

contribution does not depend on the relative orientation of the

effective cell spins. The function g(K,H) is also supposed to be

analytic as it involves only the spins within one cell.



Now the free energy of the original and the rescaled lattice can

be related:

f(K,H) = g(K,H) + l~d f(K',H') . (1.18)

The singular p.arts of the identity on both sides can be equated:

f (K,H) = )fd f (K',H') . (i.19)

& s

If now K' is expanded about K :

K1 = Kc + AT(K-Kc) + O((K-Kc)
2) (1.20)

this results in the well-known scaling hypothesis (eq. 1.13}

fs<T,H) = r
df(X TT,X HH) , (1.21)

where T = 1 - K/K . Note that eq. 1.21 is slightly stronger than eq.

l.!3 as the same A_ is supposed to hold for K < K and K > K as a

consequence of the analyticity of K'. Critical exponents and re-

lations among them can be derived as in the previous section, only

here clearly a' = a and y' - Y. I only mention

a' = a = 2 - d In £/ln AT .j 2

y' = y = (2 In AH - d In <D/ln AT .

A similar scaling equation is given by eq. 1.15 for the correlation

length; in particular in zero field:

(1.23)

From this the critical exponent v is derived (see table 1) by substi-

tution of £ ~ |T| :

v = In Jl/ln AT . * (1.24)

15



Therefore (compare eq. 1.22)

dv - 2 - a . O.25)

This is a new exponent relation not derived from thermodynamic

scaling.

Also the spin-spin correlation function g can be discussed in
ss

this context: the correlation of two distant cells i' and j* can be

expressed in correlations between spins (see eq. 1.17):

g (K'.H'.r) = < s ! t s't>
ss i j H ie., gzy

< s s > . (1.26)
i 3

If the distance r between the cells i' and j' expressed in lattice

spacings is much larger than 1, the sunmand

constant and eq. 1.26 can be simplified to

spacings is much larger than 1, the sunmand <s.s.> is almost a

gss(K',H',r) = gss(K,H,*r) . (1.27)

At the critical point the expression g ~ r (table 1) can be
SS

substituted which yields for n

n = d + 2 - 2 (1.28)

By this method, though not one critical exponent is calculated

the list of as many as nine critical exponents in table 1, is brought

back to two unknowns. The quantitative predictions come all in the

form of exponent relations. When these are compared with model calcu-

lations and experiment they turn out to be correct within the numeri-

cal uncertainty. An exception should be made for eq. 1.25 which

disagrees with the most reliable calculations of the 3-dimensional

Ising model and self avoiding walk by a few percent. In the two

dimensional Ising model also eq. 1.25 is exactly confirmed.

16



2. RENORMALIZATION GROUP THEORY

(2.0) Introduction.

In this chapter I give a review of the concepts and general re-

sults of the Renonnalization group theory. It is composed in the to-

nality of spin \ Ising models, since complications to keep it general

would only obscure the discussion- In section 2.1 the main ingredi-

ents necessary for the construction of a renormalization transfor-

mation (RT) will be discussed. It will be shown that the theory

offers a quantitative prescription for the length scaling ideas re-

viewed in the previous chapter. The subsequent sections describe

several physical implications of the theory. It will be stressed that

the singularities in the free energy can be fully described by an

analytic RT. Apart from the RT itself I will assume that the

Helmholtz free energy is a continuous function of the interaction

parameters, which is analytic everywhere except at phase transitions .

17



(2.1) The transformation.

Consider a thermodynamic system of N Ising spin-J variables de-

noted by s. The number N is finite for the sake of the discussion but

later I will take the thermodynamic limit. Let the hamiltonian multi-

plied by a factor -1/kT be given by JC (s). Then the temperature T

enters in the thermodynamic quantities only through this function

3C (s), hereafter to be referred to simply as hamiltonian. A renormal-

ization transformation R transform X into a new hamiltonian 3C* ,

depending on a smaller number N1 of the same type of spins, such that

the partition function Z is preserved:

(2.D

The transformed system can be considered either diluted or

spatially rescaled. In this thesis I will use the traditional termi-

nology of a linear rescaling of the dimensions of the system by a

factor I given by:

(2-2)

where d is the number of space dimensions. This implies that all po-

sition vectors r are rescaled by a factor I:

r1 = r/l . (2.3)

The transformation R may be defined in many ways but is generally of

the form:

N,(s')]=I W(s,s
?) exp[3CN(s)| . (2.4)

s

Here the symbol J denotes the summation over all values the spins s
s

can assume, and the weight function W is a function of the old and

new spins. In order to conserve the partition function (eq. 2.1) it

is sufficient that W satisfies:

I W(s,s«) = 1 . (2.5)
s1

18



The transformation in principle is completely determined by W. Though

some of the properties of the weight function are known, the

knowledge which requirements are to be satisfied by W is by no means

complete. Note that if no further restrictions are imposed on W, the

new hamiltonian 3C1.., (s1) can be made to be almost anything just by

putting W(s,s*) = exp(3C' ,(s') - 3fC.(s)). Therefore some more clarifi-

cation of the weight function is due, and I will proceed to give some

of its properties in relation with the general philosophy of the

renormalization theory, both from the physical and the calculational

point of view.

In principle the summation in eq. 2.4 does not look simpler than

the direct calculation of the partition sum, so it seems there is no

reason to introduce the renormalization scheme. However, if the

partition sum is approximated in some straightforward manner, the

critical behavior is in most of the cases lost. This comes about

since the singularities at the critical point are directly related to

the long range fluctuations and are therefore essentially restricted

to infinite systems. To approximate faithfully a summation over

essentially infinitely large spin configurations is not a trivial

task. The role of W can be explained in the following way: Think of

the original and the transformed lattice as two differently sized

newspaper photographs, consisting of equally fine lattices of dots

which are either black or white, representing spin up or down

respectively. Now W is chosen to be about one if the two photographs

represent the same picture (on a different scale) and about zero

otherwise. Then the summation in eq. 2.4 is essentially a summation

over local fluctuations only, while the long range fluctuations are

actually not summed over, but these are frozen by the values of the

new spins. In this way the difficult and subtle part of the compu-

tation is avoided and the remaining calculation is accessible to

simple approximations. Miraculously though the hard -jork is left

undone the complete thermodynamic functions including their critical

properties can be calculated in this fashion. Summarizing W should

have the following properties: (i) it ignores the local fluctuations

of the original spins, (ii) it transmits the long range fluctuations

to the new spins s1 and (iii) it preserves the total partition sum.
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The following function will do the job:

W(s,sf) (2.6)

Here the index r* runs over the lattice sites in the transformed

lattice, s'-±, is the new spin at site r' and WJ., are functions of the

original spins mainly or solely dependent on those located about the

position r = Sir' (eq. 2.3). The factor | for each new spin makes sure

that W satisfies eq. 2.5. Note that W is a product of functions each

of one s1^, which are therefore independent statistical variables.

Only after the summation over the original spins has been performed

there is an interaction between the new spins, directly related to

the interaction between the original spins.

Usually W is further restricted to conserve certain symmetries

especially to study the effect of a small symmetry breaking term in

the hamiltonian. Let for instance P be a transformation of the

lattice in itself under which the system i.e. the hamiltonian can be

symmetric, such as rotations, translations and reflections. The

function W should be unaffected when P is applied to the original and

the new system simultaneously. One must be careful however in the

case of translations that the translation vector in the original and

the new lattice differ by a factor £. Another important symmetry is

the spin inversion symmetry. W should remain unchanged under simultaneous

spin flip of the old and new spins, in other words the functions w-*.,

are odd under spin inversion. In the case of ferromagnetism the two phases

coexisting at zero magnetic field are transformed one into the other

by this spin flip, and the corresponding groundstates will therefore

be conserved under the RT. This is an important property of the

transformation as it will cause also the phase boundary to be an

invariant subspace under R. It will turn out to be necessary that

also groundstates not related by simple symmetries are conserved

under the RT if it is to describe faithfully the transition between

the phases associated with these groundstates.

These and other symmetry conditions on the weight function

together with the requirement that W "transmits" the long range

fluctuations to the new hamiltonian, may not or at least not obviously
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determine W in a unique way. After these restrictions have been ob-

served, the freedom that seems to be left over, justly or not, is

used to simplify the calculations and to improve the accuracy of ap-

proximations.
21)

One type of weight function originally due to Wilson , and
I 3)

later in quite a different form to Niemeyer and Van Leeuwen , I

will call the projective weight function. Wilson introduced it in mo-

mentum space. Let

a 00 = (2 )
-d/2 I s± e

t
(2.7)

be the fourier transform of the spin variables, and correspondingly

a'(k') for s'.*.,. Here r runs ovar the sites in the original lattice.

The weight function is defined by

W(s,s')

if a'(k) = a^ a(k/£)

0 otherwise

<2.8)

The factor a serves to equate some coefficients in the original and

transformed hamiltonian.

Later Niemeyer and Van Leeuwen modified this construction to

use it in position space much like the original block picture of

Kadanoff. They divided a triangular lattice in cells consisting of

three spins each, and mutually constituting a triangular lattice. To

each cell they associated a cell spin to be the sign of the sum of

the three consisting (Ising) spins. The weight function obviously was

defined to be one when the new spin s1 equals the cell spin, and zero

otherwise. In fact Niemeyer and Van Leeuwen did not use the weight

function formalism, but just identified the cell spins with the

degrees of freedom of the rescaled lattice.
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(2.2) Thermodynamic implications.

In this section I will from the basic assumptions of the

renormalization group theory derive the most obvious consequences for

thermodynamics. As in Kadanoffs block picture,critical hamiltonians

will play a special role in the RT because of the presence of long

range order. Since this ordering must be preserved, a critical

hamiltonian is mapped under a RT onto another critical hamiltonian,

i.e. the critical hamiltonians make an invariant subset. If no limit

cycles occur this subset will contain (at least one) fixed point

hamiltonian Jt , possibly asymptotic. I can just as well reverse the

argument and observe that for a fixed hamiltonian Jf the range of the

order £ is simultaneously fixed and rescaled by a factor £. Therefore

% must either vanish or diverge at X . Usually when the correlation

length £, vanishes at some fixfd point, one can identify this with

zero or infinite temperature.

In order to discuss the critical behavior the RT is studied near

the critical fixed point. For that purpose I will parametrize a

hamiltonian H in terms of coupling constants K , a = 1,2,...
3.

V S > = I Ka °a(s) (2.9a)

where 0 are extensive functions of s. In general 0 may be repre-
cL Si

sented by a sum over functions of the local spin variables:

0 = 7 o (r) . (2.9b)

For example a.(r) may be the spin at site r, a«(r) a nearest neighbor

product etc. The renormalization transformation R can be written in

terms of K :
a

K1 R 00
3.

(2.10)

such that K' are the coupling constants of the transformed

hamiltonian X', and the argument of R symbolizes the complete set of
3.

coupling constants of 3C. The coupling parameters of the fixed point

hamiltonian 3C will be called K
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a 3.

Apart from all kinds of spin products, 3C. might also contain a spin

independent term. Since this term does not play any role in the

critical properties but only serves as a shift in the energy or as an

overall factor in the partition sum, I assume without loss of

generality no spin independent term to be present in 3KL. However

there is no reason to believe this assumption to hold alsc for 3t'«t »

and the spin independent term of the new hamiltonian I will name Ng ,

the factor N serving to make g an intensive parameter. Rather than

include this term in the set of coupling constants K I set it apart

as it plays a special role in the analysis. Now eq. 2.1 reads:

ZN(K) = ZN,(K«) e
N g . (2.12)

The free energy per spin times -1/kT, f(K), which I hereafter will

refer to as free energy, consequently satisfies

fN(K) = )f
d fN,(K») + g(K) . (2.13)

In the thermodynamic limit the indices N and N1 are both infinite and

may be dropped:

f(K) = Jfd f(Kf) + g(K) . (2.14) ;

This equation which is fundamental in renormalization group theory is *

usually called the inhomogeneous scaling equation, while the homo-

geneous scaling equation is a similar equation without the function g. ' i-

A crucial assumption is that the functions g and R are analytic •

in K especially near K = K . This assumption is intuitively justified

by the ideas enunciated in the previous section. A proper RT would -/

involve only a summation over short range fluctuations, while singu- *?

larities in such summation are related to long range correlations. "? •

Therefore if W is not chosen properly but ignores so to speak some of j

the long range fluctuations, one may expect K' or g to exhibit some 1

singularity as function of K. If W is not chosen too poorly there is <
iI

23 i
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some hope that this singularity is not as strong as to affect the

dominant singularities following from the renormalization group

theory. As the analyticity assumption is fundamental 1 will give yet

another justification. Let X (s) be a critical hamiltonian, then

3C (s1) may be considered the free energy of the "pseudo hamiltonian"

3f (s) + In W(s,s'). Since the free energy of a system is expected to

be analytic in the coupling constants except at criticality, and the

addition In W(s,sf) will take the hamiltonian most probably away from

criticality JC (s') will be a non-singular function of K.

As R are analytic functions of K, they can be expanded about

K = K*:

- K * ) 2 (2.15)

3
where A , is the derivative of R with respect to K, evaluated at K

ab a r b

Let the matrix A have the eigenvalue A. , i

decreasing magnitude, and left eigenvectors

Let the matrix A have the eigenvalue A. , i = 1,2,.-. in the order of

J>. . Then to linear order

in K - K the quantities u. = J $. (K - K ) satisfy a scaling con-
l a la a a

dition:

A. u.(K) (2.16)

Now I introduce scaling fields 5. which in first order in K - K are equal

to u., but satisfy a similar scaling condition as eq. 2.16 in all

orders in K - K . Then X, will in general be non linear functions of

K, which however are analytic unless certain conditions between the

eigenvalues are satisfied . I will assume that these conditions are

not fulfilled and for an analysis of the exceptional case that they

are, I refer to the work of Wegner . Because of the simple scaling

properties of 5 it is convenient to write the scaling equation in

terms of £ instead of K. Asg is a regular function of K, and C- are

also analytic in K with non zero first derivatives, g must be a

regular function of x, and therefore expandable in a power series

I o
 g

n ]n 2...
(2.17)



Eq. 2.14 now reads:

~d C2...) . (2.18)

To solve this equation I will first find a particular solution and

subsequently calculate the general solution of the homogeneous

equation. Suppose eq. 2.18 has a regular solution f , this would be

?V2...
n i V n i ° 2 (i-rd A"'A22...)

If any of the terms of this sum have denominator equal to zero, there

is no regular solution. One readily verifies by substitution that in

such a case these terms may be replaced by

n,n_... n. o ni no .

to make f a valid but singular solution of eq. 2.18. Let f be given

by f + f. then f, satisfies the homogeneous scaling equation:

fh(e,,e2...) - «~
d ^ ( A J C J . A ^ , . . . ) . (2.21)

This equation applied n times as a recursion relation yields

-nd f nyl ny2 1

i na f[a t i c j (2.22)

where y^ = ln(A-)/ln(t). I will assume that eq. 2.22 can be general-
9Jized to non-integer n and set K.|£ *1, and find for the general

1

solution one of the forms,, (i « 1,2,...)

;J 2l, ...j , (2.:f (ri = Ir I S Ir Ir r Ir I I (7 211h ^ ' i' il l' i' ' '"•''-I * ***' » V*»*JJ

with A.. = y-/y., and the scaling function S. is an as yet arbitrary

function of the variables C-lc-l J1, called scaling variables due to
J i

their invariance under the RT. Note that the i-th scaling variable
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ii
C-|c-| can only be ± 1, since A.. » 1. Hence, apart from the not

completely unarbitrary, but yet definite f , the problem of an

unknown function f(?) of say m variables is brought back only to a

function of • - I variables, and very little seems to be gained.

Nevertheless it turns out that with very little extra knowledge of

the free energy, the critical behavior can be extracted from the

general solution. This extra a priori knowledge of the free energy as

a function of the coupling constants is its continuity, and its

analyticity everywhere except at phase transitions.

From eq. 2.20 1 conclude that f exhibits logarithmic singu-

larities only if some ordered set of non negative integers

{n., n_, ...} satisfies

Vl n2y2 +
(2.24)

There is some arbitrariness in the choice of the specific form of the

singular term, but the difference with any other possible form must

necessarily be a solution of the homogeneous scaling equation, eq.

2.22 and hence can be accounted for in f, .
n

The analysis of f, is particularly simple when all scaling

fields are taken to be zero but one, and eq. 2.18 is suitably chosen:
d/y.

S.(0,0

(2.25)

This represents a power law singularity with an exponent d/y. and at;

amplitude dependent on the sign of c.. When y. is negative this

amplitude is necessarily zero since otherwise f, would diverge, and

consequently f. Apparently only positive exponents, i.e. eigenvalues

greater than one, give rise to leading singularities. Therefore the

scaling fields with positive exponent are called relevant, and those

with negative exponent irrelevant.

Consider the case that all relevant scaling fields are zero

except £., and suppose that y. is the first negative exponent.
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d/y.

(2.26)

If C. is kept fixed, the continuity of f as function of the irrelevant

scaling field implies continuity of S, as function of the corre-

sponding scaling variables. This knowledge offers some more insight

in f, when it is considered as a function of £,, the irrelevant

scaling fields held fixed. Since A.. < 0 if x,. is irrelevant, Sj con-

tinuously moves towards S. (±1,0,0,0,...) when I let K, go to zero

from above or below. Hence the leading singularity of f, is not

affected by the irrelevant variables with respect to its exponent,

and not even in its amplitude. But, when the singularity is ex-

pressed in the coupling constants K, the amplitude may vary with the

irrelevant scaling fields, as c, is a nonlinear function of K.

However this variation affects equally the amplitudes for positive

and negative t, , hence the ratio of these amplitudes is universal.

Summarizing I draw the following conclusion concerning the pre-

dictions of renormalization group theory:

(i) If a fixed point * is found with eigenvalues larger than one,

the free energy exhibits power law singularities near the com-

plete stable manifold of * , i.e. the subset of hamiltonians

that map towards * under repeated RT's.

(ii) The critical exponents are determined by the eigenvalues

greater than one, and are universal throughout the stable mani-

fold,

(iii) If the eigenvalues satisfy a special condition (eq. 2.24) the

free energy may also have logarithmic singularities,

(iv) The amplitude of the singularities may vary with the position

at the critical manifold. The amplitude of power law singulari-

ties may also depend on the side from which the critical point

is approached, in contrast with logarithmic singularities.

However, the ratio of the coefficients "below" and "above" and

moreover in the case of more than one relevant variables the

complete scaling function, is universal.
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(2.3) Correlation functions.

In this section I give a short derivation of the consequences of

renonnalization group theory for the behavior of correlation

functions near critical points.

In the previous section the free energy was analyzed as function

of the coupling constants K by means of a nonlinear coordinate

transformation from K to the scaling fields e. In the analysis of

correlation functions I deal not only with the parameters K but also

with their conjugate operators 0 = _„ . Therefore it is only con-

sistent to introduce the eigen operators

3K
Ei ' I T - I °a aT • (2-27)

l a i

These eigen operators can be expressed as a sum of local operators

3K
with ei(r)-j;aa(r) — .

a i

(2.28)

(2.29)

For these operators I define the correlation function g..:

g... (c,r) = < e^r) G j (o) > - < G.(r) > < G j (o) > , (2.30)

and assume that for large r it does not depend on the direction of r.

Consider for a finite sphere with radius p and N spins:

J
(2.3!)

The right hand side looks like the second derivative of f with

respect to £, but since H is nonlinear in X, this becomes

1 • '

32K

(2.32)
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For sufficiently large p the RT if appropriately constructed, does

not depend on p, and since - < 0 > has a finite thermodynamic limit

the whole second term in eq. 2.32 becomes independent of p for large

p, while the first terra may diverge at criticality. Hence hy differ-

entiation with respect top I can get rid of this term, and obtain

33f
.-(C,P) , (2.33)

where c, is the volume of a unit sphere in d dimensions. This di-
d

rectly relates the correlation function with the free energy of a

large but finite system and can be substituted in the scaling

equation:

f p U ) = S~d fp/£<C*
y) + g(C) (2.34)

y yl y2
with C = 5 , C_... and c.ir = 5 I , x,.i. ,... . This results in a

homogeneous scaling equation for g.. since g(c) is independent of p

for large p and drops after differentiation:

-2d+y.+y.
l J y (2.35)

This equation is solved as in the previous section:

y +y.-2d _ r y y y
P J S±j |Cj P , K2P , C3P ,...] (2.36)

Before I proceed to analyze this solution, note that in the derivation

it is essentially used that p is large and that the correlation

length of g.. is large, since otherwise nothing is left when the

differentiation of eq. 2.32 is performed. Therefore eq. 2.36 can

only be used asymptotically for large p and no conclusion can be

drawn from it concerning the question whether there is long range

order. However if the correlation length is large, eq. 2.36 can give

its dependence on the thermodynamic variables and give the explicit

though asymptotic, form of the correlation function at the critical

i
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point. As I have explained in Sec. 2.2, at a fixed point the corre-

lation length must either vanish or diverge, and if it diverges eq.

2.36 holds, and the same divergence can be shown to occur in the

whole stable manifold of this fixed point.

The analysis of eq. 2.36 is quite analogous to that of eq. 2.23

on the understanding that the quantity 1/p plays the role of an extra

relevant scaling field. At the fixed point the equation reduces to

y.+y.-2d

gij(0,p) = p
 x J S. (2.37)

and the scaling function S only serves as a coefficient. At a

critical point unequal to the fixed point, i.e. only irrelevant

scaling fields are non-zero, continuity in the irrelevant variables

implies that for large p the leading distance dependence is given by

the same equation 2.37. The critical exponent n for the spin-spin

correlation function can according to eq. 2.37 immediately be generalized

to the exponent n.. = 2 + d - y . - y . for the correlation function g...

To study the behavior of the correlation length near a critical

point consider eq. 2.36 with only one relevant scaling field say C,

non—zero. Again irrelevant variables do not affect the leading term:

y.+y.-2d _

= P J
r y, i

.. kjp ,0,0,...1 . (2.38)

Only if S.. differs not substantially from zero when the first argu-

ment exceeds some finite number X, the correlation length of g.. is

finite. Its dependenc on 5. is then given by

'1
with v. = 1/y (2.39)

When C1 is proportional to the temperature difference with the

critical point the exponent v. is just the traditional exponent v.

Generalization to eventual second and third relevant scaling fields

are immediate.
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(2.4) Non-dominant singularities.

Correction to scaling.

In section 2.2 and 2.3 I have demonstrated that the singular be-

havior of the thermodynamic quantities is essentially the same

throughout the critical manifold, the fixed point not excepted. In

this section it will be shown that this is only true for the dominant

singularities, while the renormalization group theory predicts ad-

ditional weaker singularities. These results which are mainly due to

Wegner , are of interest especially because in a physical system

usually most scaling fields are not accessible in the sense that one

may arbitrarily vary then. In particular the physical critical mani-

fold will in general not include the fixed point.

Consider the homogeneous part of the free energy eq. 2.23

d/y,
f h(?) - ICjl ' Sj(sgn (2.40)

where x. | x and y.< 0 for i > j . Suppose for the moment

that no other phase transition is at hand than the one occurring at

Sj = 0 for i < j. Then the free energy will be analytic in the

irrelevant scaling fields, and I may expand in x. for i > j:

nI n2"- = 0

,c i^rVj+i.r

(2.42)

where x = Xj, x^,..., x.. Note that the additional exponents are all

positive since A... , < 0 . Hence when the irrelevant scaling fields

are finite there are additional singularities with exponents

— (d-n.y.+.)» determined by the irrelevant eigenvalues. Es-

pecially when the least negative exponent is close to zero, these

singularities can be important corrections, greatly reducing the

area where the simple power laws are valid.
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(2.5) Crossover.

This section is devoted to derive the standard renormalization

group prediction concerning the crossover from one type of critical

behavior to another. An expression is obtained describing in a two-

dimensional parameter space the curve where the crossover takes place.

Equation 2.23 will be the starting point, but since I will be

concerned only with the dominant singularities I can drop all irrele-

vant variables. To describe the crossover effect I need at least two

interaction parameters. Thus the simplest situation is as follows:

(see fig. 2.1). A fixed point X is onefold unstable, i.e. it has one

eigenvalue greater than one, hence its irrelevant variable spans a

critical curve. I shall refer to it as critical. At some distance

from X another, twofold unstable fixed point X is situated on the

critical curve, which will be referred to as tricritical. It is near

this fixed point that the crossover occurs, and the subsequent dis-

Figure 2.1. The solid line connecting t and c is the critical curve.
The two other solid lines through t represent the
(curvilinear) coordinate axes of ti, 52• Dashed lines
represent other flow lines.
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cussion is restricted to the neighborhood of X. The flowpattern is

pictured in fig. 2.1 with the renormalization flow represented by

arrows to show the effect of relevant and irrelevant variables.

Both near X and X the free energy can be written as a sum of a

regular part f or f and a homogeneous part f. or f, respective-

ly. However these divisions need not be equivalent, f being regular

at X and f at X . The homogeneous part f, expressed in the

scaling fields £. and e~ of X is

fht(C,C2)

~At

d/y
| S±(x) (2.43)

/y2y2t/
y2t'

yit f o r '» 2 a r e t h e
t

where x = ?2|c,| ,

ponents of the eigenvalues in X' and the superscript ± on S refers

to the sign of ?., and will be dropped in the sequel. The function

f is regular in a finite neighborhood of X in particular at the

critical curve. Th*~ «fore the singularity of the total free energy

comes completely -Om fhJ.« The expression 2.43 however, is explicitly

singular only at ?. ' 0 , while the critical curve will in general

have non-zero z,. (except in the endpoint X ). Hence the singularity

at the critical curve is reflected in a singularity of S(x) at some

general finite value x of its argument. Since x is a regular

function of the interaction parameters for r,. f 0, the singularity

structure of S is determined by the eigenvalues of X according to

eq. 2.41. Suppose that the singularities involved are such that the

second derivative of the free energy diverges both at X and at the

critical curve, then 2y. >d and 2y. >d. Being concerned only with

dominant singularities I will not write the corrections to scaling

explicitly but write

S(x) r(x) + |x-x I s(x) (2.44)

where r is analytic at x and s(x ) is finite, but s may be non-

analytic at x . To see the crossover emerge this should be substituted

in eq. 2.43 and differentiated twice in order to let the singularities

dominate the regular contributions. This differentiation is trivial

but tedious and results in
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32f
ht

d/y, -2
|p(x) |x-xj s(x)J (2.45)

where p is a linear combination of the function r and its derivatives

and also derivatives of s damped with powers of |x-x j, such that p is

finite at x but may have divergent derivatives. It is important tos
observe that no phase transition occurs when c_ vanishes, therefore

the free energy is assumed to be analytic near the £, axis. Hence

S(x) is analytic in x - 0, and r, s and p accordingly.

The crossover can be seen as follows: let C. tend to zero

keeping ;„ fixed at a small value. As long as t,. is not too small the

variable x will stay small, and f, will behave like the power of £.
in eq. 2.44. However, when is of the order of £_ the variable x

will increase faster and reach x , where of course the expression
s

2.44 is dominated by the second term in the brackets. Some sort of

effective exponent then is changed from d/y. -2 to d/y. -2. To esti-

mate the locus of the crossover the two functions

s(x) |x-xg|

and p(x) + s(x) |x I
s

d/y]c-2
(2.46)

should be compared in magnitude. If the first is larger the singular

behavior of f, is critical, if the second is dominant f. is tri-

critical. Only if the function s and p behave sufficiently smoothly a

clear crossover is found. If they oscillate wildly it is only very

close to the critical curve that really critical behavior is found,

and only very close to the Z, axis the tricritical exponent is

measured. In between everything is obscured by s and p. In most cases

of physical interest this is not expected to happen, and a crossover

is found at

cr •

where x is the value for which the functions in expr. 2.46 are equal,

and <f> » I/A., is called the crossover exponent.
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3. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN THE SOLUTION OF THE SCALING

EQUATION

(3.0) Introduction.

The homogeneous scaling equation 2.21 being independent of g

suggests that the amplitude of power law divergences is equally

irrespective of g, and determined by boundary conditions only. This

would be very unfortunate since a single recursion on a function of

say n variables would require a boundary condition being a function

of n - 1 variables, which is only a slight improvement if n is not

one or two. In the previous chapter it is shown that the singularity

structure is qualitatively determined by the RT alone. In this

chapter I demonstrate in section 3.1 that an actual renormalization

transformation if based on a non-negative weight function also

suffices to determine the thermodynamic functions and hence the power

law amplitudes, quantitatively. It turns out that details of the

boundary conditions cannot influence the result, but only a very

general notion of the behavior of the free energy is necessary to

select the physical solution of the scaling equation. Subsequently in

section 3.2 I present the result of an approximate RT calculation of

the free energy of the square Ising model in comparison with the

exact results of Onsager .
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(3.1) The recursion relation.

Recursion relations have the annoying property in common with

differential equations., that they do not uniquely define their so-

;; lution. It is only together with additional requirements, usually in

' the form of boundary conditions that the solution can be determined.

! In this section 1 will show that for an appropriate RT only two

i simple requirements are necessary,namely that the free energy is

: finite for all finite values of the coupling constants, and that when

| some interaction parameters tend to infinity it diverges not faster

jv. than linearly in those parameters.

j- First I will show that these two properties of the free energy

i' follow immediately from its definition:

(3.1)

An obvious upper bound on f is found by replacing each term in this

-. sum by the largest. This results in

f(K) < In 2 + Eo(K) , (3.2)

i" where E is the value of Iff per spin in the groundstate. Note that E

! ; is positive unless all interactions are zero, as it is assumed that X

',,' does not contain a spin independent term. The function E (K) is

| finite for finite values of its arguments, and is linear in the

h; coupling constants if they tend to infinity keeping their mutual

i; ratio fixed. Therefore f(K) is finite for finite arguments and di-

f verges not worse than linearly.

I Now I will proceed to show that these properties of the free

j: energy are sufficient to exclude all solutions of the scaling

I;. equation 2.14 but one. Consider this equation iterated m times:

i m-1 ,
h f(K) = I Jfnd g(Kn) + if1"1 f(Km) , (3.3)
[«. n=o

f. where K n = Ro(K
n~ ) and K° = K . This equation is valid for all m,

', a. Si £L £L

'•;, and since the left hand side is independent of m the limit m •+ <*> may

f be taken. The result can be written as

k
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f(K) (3.4)

provided that h(K) - lim jfnd f(Kn) exists.
n*»

n
The n tines renormalized coupling constants K approach some

fixed point K as n is growing. When K is zero or finite the limit

h(K) clearly vanishes since f(K ) is finite, and f is given by the
CD

sum of g functions alone. However the case that K is infinite is

more subtle and needs closer examination, which will be given

below.

Given two reasonable conditions on V, I will demonstrate that for
CO t

K infinite

.. f(Kn+1) _
lim —3 — < 1 (3.5)

which immediately implies that h = 0. These conditions are:

(i) W(s,s') > o

(ii) ! » ( , , , • ) . 2N"N' (3.6)

Neither of these conditions are strictly necessary to construct a

proper RT. However if the first is not satisfied exp(3C') could assume

negative values (see eq. 2.4) for low but finite temperature. The

second condition is necessary to make sure that no new spin configu-

ration is favored; otherwise a hamiltonian without any non-zero

interaction would be mapped onto a 3f' with finite coupling constants.

As a first step note that according to the scaling equation

f(Kn+1) _

adf(Kn)
(3.7)

Consequently to prove the inequality 3.5 the ratio g/f should have a

finite positive limit when n tends to «. Therefore I will show that

g(K) is proportional to the coupling constants as they tend to infinite

values K . By definition g(K) is given by

g(K) = ̂  2 N' I In I W(s,s') e
s' s
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Since W is non-negative, the sun over the original spin variables can

be replaced by one of its terms to obtain a lower bound. Thus I

replace the sum by the term which maximizes 3f(s) for fixed s' under

the restriction that W is non-zero:

g(K) > i 2"N' I In W (s1) + ̂  2
1

"N< X (s1) (3.9)

The maximal value of X is denoted by X (s*) and the value of W in
m

the same term by W (s1). The right hand side of this inequality con-

sists of two summations over s*, the first of which results in a
constant W independent of X

bounded from below:

39)
. Of the second sum each term can be

K (s1) ' N W(s,s«) 3C(s) , (3.10)

since X is the maximum of X of the subset of those spin configu-

rations for which W(s,s') is non-zero, while the lower bound is in

fact a weighted average of X over the subset. Note that the inequali-

ty 3.10 is an equality if 3C(s) does not vary over the mentioned

subset. The case that this is so for all configurations of s*, i.e. the

case that 3C(s) depends on s only through s", I exclude as being of no

physical interest. Then

±2" N' If m(s')>|2-
N^ I W(s,s') i 2 " I 3f(s) ,

s
(3.11)

according to eq. 2.5. Since X is assumed to contain no spin inde-

pendent term, J f(s) = 0. Note that X (s*) is proportional to the

interaction parameters if their mutual ratio does not vary. Therefore

g is bounded as

g(K) F(K) , (3.12)

where W is the constant mentioned above, and F is an arbitrary

function of the various ratio's of the coupling constants, pro-

portional to their magnitude. Combining this result with eq. 3.2 and
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3.7 yields

£df(Kn) ln2 + Eo(K
n)

(3.13)

In the limit n •* «• the coupling constants diverge to K , and E and

F proportionally

(3.14)

where F/E should be evaluated in the direction of K resulting in a

positive constant. This immediately implies that h(K) is zero though

f(K ) may diverge when n increases.

The conclusion is that the scaling equation has only one so-

lution which has the known properties of the free energy that it is

finite for all values of the coupling constants and it diverges at

zero temperature T not worse than J/T. Any other solution either

diverges at some finite value of the interaction parameters or

behaves at low temperature as 1/T with e > 0 . This is of great

help to select the physical solution of the scaling equation.
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(3.2) Numerical calculation of the free energy.

In this section I describe a numerical application of eq. 3.1 to

evaluate the free energy and its derivatives of the nearest neighbor

square Ising model by means of an approximate RT. A brief report of

this work has been published by M. Nauenberg and the author .

The RT is constructed by dividing the lattice in square blocks

of four neighboring spins each. A new spin s' is associated to each

block which points in the direction of the majority in the block. For

those spin configuration which have no majority, i.e. two spins are

up and two down, a "chairman spin" is appointed to take the final

decision. This can be summarized in the weight function

where w-*-, (s) is defined by eq. 2.6, and s., i » I, 4 are the spins of

one particular block at position £->,, of which s. plays the role of

chairman.

1 1 2 2 1'

1 yi 2 2 r

3' 3 4 4 3'

3 3 4 4 3'

V V 2' 2' V 2'2
b.

r

3'

v

Figure 3.1. a. Each spin is represented by the number of the cell it
belongs to. The arrow symbolizes the renormalization
transformation.

b. Each cellspin is represented by its number. The first
row and column are repeated with a prime tc indicate
periodic boundary conditions. Only unpritned numbers
represent independent spin variables. The lines and
circles represent couplings (see text).
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The thus defined RT is implemented in a finite lattice of 4 x 4

spins depicted in fig. 3.1. The interactions to be included are

limited by the size of the finite lattice, especially the cell spin

lattice. If the up down symmetry is preserved the only possible

couplings generated are nearest neighbor coupling Kj, second

neighbor interaction K_ and four-spin coupling K_ represented in fig.

3.1 by a solid line, a dashed line and a )3C respectively. Periodic

boundary conditions are imposed for reasons explained in detail in

appendix A. A summary of these reasons relevant here is (i) im-

provement of the accuracy in the low temperature limit, (ii) re-

duction of computer time and (iii) homogeneity of the couplings K*

generated in the rescaled lattice.

To evaluate the RT by computer the spin configurations are

generated for each cell spin state. The value of exp(Jf'(s')) can be

calculated by evaluation of the 3C(s) for each spin state, and

summation according to eq. 2.4. In practice this is carried out only

formally: for each spin configuration the hamiltonian is repre-

sented by a sequence of three integer numbers J., J_ and J_ such

that 3f(s) = £ J. K.. These numbers are stored together with a
s 1 x

coefficient C, which is increased by one every tune the same sequence

J, i» J, occurs. This is done for each of the four cell spin states

+ + + +, + + + -, + + — and + — +, the others being equal to one of

these by symmetry. Thus a list of 150 sequences with coefficients is

generated. To evaluate 3f'(s') the computer goes through the list and

adds a term C exp(£ J. K.) for each sequence in that part of the list

which belongs to the cell spin state s'. Consecutively the equations

3f' (++++) = 16g + 8K| + 8K^ + 4K^

3f'(+ + + -)= 16g - 4K^ (3.16)

etc.

are solved for K1 and g. Note that according to fig. 3.1b e.g. the

cell spins 1 and 2 are connected by two K bonds, and the cells 1 and

3 even by four K« bonds, as a consequence of periodic boundary con-

ditions. After this recipe for each value of K the values of K* and

g can be calculated as well as any derivatives with respect to K
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if so desired, in other words K* « R (K) and g(K) are now well-
a a

defined functions, and can be used to calculate fixed points, criti-

cal points, eigenvalues etc.

In the parameter space of K. K. and K. one critical fixed point

is found at K* - -307, K* = .084, K* = -.004. A critical point on

the K. axis is by repeated RT iterations mapped arbitrarily close to

K . Its numerical value K, = .420 should be compared with the exact
. 48)

critical temperature first calculated by Kramers and Wanniers of

| ln(/2+l) = .4407. The exponent of the single relevant eigenvalue

y. = .936 should be compared with the value y = 1 giving rise to a
1 1)

logarithmic divergent specific heat, in accordance with Onsager's

exact result. The specific heat exponent a is by this method pre-

dicted to be d/y - 2 = .136, while the exact value is zero. Both the

critical temperature and the exponent y indicate an error bar of

about 7%.

An unfortunate feature of the approximation is the fact that the

exponent of the scaling field in the temperature direction (the

thermal exponent) yields a power law cusp of the specific heat instead

of a logarithmic divergence. In order to compare the amplitudes note

that In x is the limit of (x -l)/a for a •*• o. Therefore the amplitude

of the power law multiplied by the exponent gives a prediction for

the logarithmic divergence. In this way our approximation predicts an

amplitude .712 below and .790 above the critical temperature, to be

compared with the exact value .4945, for both. This is not a good

approximation, though the comparison between the amplitudes above and

below the critical temperature is nice, especially since there is no

specific reason for them to be so nearly equal.

The free energy as a function of Kj with K~ = K, = 0, is calcu-

lated along with its first and second derivatives the energy and the

specific heat. In principle this can be done by means of the sum of g

functions in eq. 3.4 since it has been shown that h(K) = 0. In

practice however no infinite series can be calculated and an estimate

of the tail should be made. By far the simplest way to do this is to

use eq. 3.3 instead of 3.4 and give m the smallest possible value for

which f(K ) is reasonably approximated by the zero order term in the

high- or low—temperature series. The value of m depends on the
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.1 .2 .3 .4T .5 .6 .7 .8 .9

Fig. 3.2. The crosses +, solid triangles A and dots * represent the
RT calculation for the free energy, the internal energy and
the specific heat respectively. The dashed, dashed-dotted
and solid curves indicate Onsager's exact solution1 for
comparison.
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initial coupling constants in particular on the distance to the

critical point. The result is plotted in fig. 3.2 in comparison with

Onsager's exact solution . Note that the main difference between the

exact and approximate specif ic heat is the shift in critical temperature.

As far as accuracy is concerned this method seems quite

reasonable. The accuracy can be improved by a better choice of the

weight function. The effect of two variational parameters is dis-

cussed in appendix B. The power of this method is of a more quali-

tative nature, e.g. the shape of the curves in fig. 3.2 is correct,

and a genuine phase transition is found even though a finite lattice

approximation is used. An advantage of this method over for instance

the numerically superior temperature series is that it can easily be

generated to additional types of interactions and other spin models.

An interesting possibility is the simulation of a large but finite

lattice by summation of eq. 3.3 for fixed m, setting for f(N ) for

instance the free energy of a finite lattice of four spins. The thus

calculated free energy is everywhere analytic and simulates that of

a finite lattice of N = 4 spins.
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4. CALCULATION OF THE CRITICAL SURFACE

(4.0) Introduction.

In this chapter I report of numerical RT calculations of the

critical surface of a square Ising model with first and second

neigbor interaction K. and K. and four spin interaction K,. In the

first section the RT defined in the previous chapter is used, and its

results are compared with some exact solutions. Though the quali-

tative shape of the critical surface is correct the method fails to

detect the phase transition from ferromagnetism to antiferromagnetism.

A RT designed to overcome this shortcoming is reported of in the

second section. A far richer critical structure is found by this

method governed by four non trivial fixed points in the 3~dimensional

parameter space.
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(4.1) Simple block transformation.
] 8)

As reported in an earlier publication with N. Nauenberg the

RT as constructed in the preceding chapter is utilized to predict the

locus of the phase transition in the 3-dimensional parameter space of

K., K_, K_ mentioned above. In these variables we found only one

finite fixed point at (K*, K*, K*) = (.307, .084, -.004), which I

will refer to as critical fixed point. Besides there is a high

temperature fixed point in the origin. For sufficiently small initial

values of the interaction parameters iteration of the RT makes the

coupling constants approach zero. When the initial temperature is

much lower, i.e. the interactions are taken stronger keeping their

mutual ratio fixed, repeated application of the RT sends the coupling

constants to infinity in the direction 1., .46, -.35. This can be

associated with an asymptotic low temperature fixed point. The

transformation turns out to have no other stable asymptotic fixed

point. As a boundary between the regions of attraction of the high

and low temperature fixed points, we found a surface which by iter-

ation of the RT is mapped towards the critical fixed point. According

to conclusion (i) of section 2.2 this surface consists of critical

points, and I shall refer to it as the critical surface. In the

immediate neighborhood of K the surface is spanned by the two ir-

relevant right eigenvectors. We calculated the shape of the surface

numerically and a picture of it is shown in fig. 4.1. It consists of

two separate branches which are joined in the limit Kj -* ± <*>,

R_ = — J|K.| and K, fixed. The fixed point is located at the upper

sheet, and the lower branch is mapped by one step onto the right hand

half of the upper branch. Also the left.(antiferromagnetic) half of

the upper sheet is transformed by the RT into the ferromagnetic part.

This can be understood by considering the groundstates in each of

these regions. According to the description of the weight function in

the previous chapter these groundstates all contribute to the ferro-

magnetic groundstates.

To obtain an indication of the accuracy of the method, we have

compared our results with exact solutions, known in some subspaces of

this parameter space. The K. - K_ plane is identical to the isotropic
22)symmetric eight vertex model, exactly solved by Baxter .In figure
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Critical Surface

Figure 4.1. The critical surface in the space of
the direction 1, 1, -1.

, K2, K3 seen from
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4.2 the intersection of the critical surface is compared with the

exact critical curve given by exp(-2K_) = sinh|2K.|. Another subspace

for which an exact solution is known is described by exp(-4K_) =
191

cosh(4K2). It is identical to the free fermion model and the

critical value of the coupling constant is given by sinhJ2K.| =

exp(-4K2).

2 -I

K,

-2
r
-1

• -1 -

-2 -1

Figure 4.2. The intersection of the critical surface with the K2-K3
plane. The solid line indicates Baxter's exact so-
lution22, the circles the approximate RT result.
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In fig. 4.3 both the exact solution and our approximation are shown.

Finally a comparison is made with high temperature series expansions
32)

of Dalton & Wood . They calculated the dependence of the critical

temperature T (a) on the ratio a = K,/K. for K, = 0, and K_ positive.

2
K,

•1 -

-1 -

-2 J

Figure A.3. The intersection of the critical surface with the surface
given by exp(-AK3> = cosh(4K2>, projected onto the K1-K2
plane obtained by Fan and Wu is indicated by a solid line.
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-8

Figure 4.4. Critical temperature Tc(ct) as a function of a = K2/K1 for
K 3 = o» relative to T c(o); Tc(a) is defined as the in-
verse of the critical value of Kj. The dots represent the
RT calculation, and the open circles are found by Dalton and
Wood by means of a high temperature series expansion32.

!.'•

Their results compared with ours are presented in fig. 4.4, with in

addition our calculation of T (a) for negative K9. In this inter—

esting domain, where the series expansion method fails, we find that

T (a) has a cusp and vanishes at a = - |. At this value of a the

ferromagnetic groundstate energy is the same as the energy of the

layered antiferromagnetically ordered state (see fig. 4.5).

The quantitative predictive power of this method appears to be

quite reasonable, the main difference being the asymptotic behavior.

From fig. 4.2 and 4.3 it is seen that the exact curves tend to come

infinitesimally close for asymptotic values of K_, in our approxi-

mation they stay apart at a minimal distance. The symmetry of both

these exact solutions with respect to change of K. or K. respectively,

is only approximately preserved in this calculation. Also the com-

plete surface is almost symmetric for change of sign of Kj, and it

can be shown that it should be exactly symmetric.

A more embarassing defect of the solution is the absence of a

phase transition from ferromagnetism to antiferromagnetism when K
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Figure 4.5. The groundstates of the square Ising model in the various
regions of the parameter space are indicated by the con-
figuration of a basic square of which the groundstate is
a periodic repetition. Degenerate groundstates can be
found by spin inversion or rotation of the basic square.
The heavy lines where the groundstate changes, indicate
phase transitions at zero temperature for K2 > 0 (a) and
K3 < 0 (b) respectively.

changes sign. An indication of this phase transition can be obtained

from a simple discussion of the groundstates. In figure 4.5 a and b

the various groundstates are represented by square of plus and minus

signs being the spin configuration of a basic squares of the lattice,

the solid lines represent the boundaries between the regimes of these

groundstates. At zero temperature these boundaries correspond to

phase transitions, since only the groundstate is occupied, and every

groundstate or degenerate set of groundstates plays the role of a

phase. Comparison of fig. 4.1 with 4.5 shows that the RT calculation

is consistent with all the phase transition at zero temperature ex-

cept the transition between the ferromagnetic (FM) and the antiferro-

magnetic (AF) phase occurring at the K2~K_ plane. For K. = 0 this

transition can readily be demonstrated to exist at finite temperatures

as well. On the K.^ axis namely, the Ising lattice consists of two
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independent sublattices, each with a nearest neighbor coupling K_.

When K_ exceeds the critical value these sublattices are known to ex-

* hibit spontaneous magnetization. Since the two sublattices are inde-

[ pendent the nearest neighbor correlation is given by the product

< s . > . < s ? > of the two sublattice magnetizations and the relative

i sign of <s. > and < s _ > is undetermined. Hence the total magneti-
r 1 Z

!, zation | « s 1 > +<s«>) as well as the nearest neighbor correlation
!• < s , > < s _ > are multiple valued. An infinitesimally small additional
i' ' z

I nearest neighbor coupling lifts this degeneracy, thus causing a first
I

*.f order transition.
1 The failure of the RT to even give an indication of the transition

; between ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism is caused by the

! property of the weight function that the AF groundstates contribute

solely to the FM state of the transformed lattice. A clear indication

of this defect, without a priori knowledge of the phase transition,

: is the strong dependence of the RT on the seemingly unimportant

: "chairman prescription". To remove the undefiniteness of the cellspin

when the total spin of a cell is zero we appointed a chairman spin

whose vote is doubly counted. Another possibility would be to desig—

.; nate a joker spin whose vote is not counted, or to make no decision

•/ at all when the votes are equally divided, and let those states

•' contribute equally to cell spin up and down. Later I shall refer to

f the three possibilities by the prefices chairman, joker and compro-

• mise respectively. While the results of the chairman and joker

.? version are almost identical, the compromise version is quite

£ different concerning antiferromagnetism, though the difference in the

I FM region is only slight. This is shown in fig. 4.6 representing the

! phase diagram in the Kj-K- plane. The compromise version lacks the

i. lower branch as well as the AF part of the upper branch. However the

• i. vertical extension of the FM critical curve can be regarded as an

r indication of the occurrence of a coexistence curve along the K^axis.

:• These results show that this RT is a practical method to calcu-

li late the critical temperature of this class of Ising models. Most of
r - the qualitative properties of the critical surface seem to be re-
K
| fleeted in the RT. The numerical agreement with exact solutions and a
|. high temperature series calculation is good. It seems that competing
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effects of first and second neighbor interaction present no difficulty

for this method. The failure to describe the AF-FM transition, as
34)

first noted by J.M.J. van Leeuwen , is caused by the fact that the

groundstates are not left invariant. The necessity for groundstate

invariance being known, this kind of defects can be predicted and in

many cases avoided. A construction to cure this specific failure and

more similar ones is presented in the next section.

Figure 4.6. Phase diagram in the Kj-Kg plane. The solid line indicates
the critical curve as following from the joker and
chairman version, and the dashed curve from the compromise
version.
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(4.2) Sublattice transformations.

In this section a general class of transformations is discussed

which conserves all groundstates that are invariant under translation

over n lattice distances. Numerical results on the simplest non-

trivial case of n » 2 are given in the lowest approximation involving

]6 spins with periodic boundary conditions. In particular the results

for the critical surface are presented and compared with similar data

reported in the previous section. Some of this work I have published in
20)

collaboration with E.H. Hauge and A.S. Sudb4 -

Imagine and infinite lattice divided into squares of nxn spins.
2

Number the spins in each of them from 1 to n . Consider four such

squares making up a cluster of 2nx2n spins (see fig. 4.7). Map these

2n x 2n spins onto a square of n x n cell spins by associating cell

spin no. 1 with the four original no. 1 spins, cell spin 2 with the

four original no. 2 spins, etc. Each cell then consists of four spins

on one of the n distinct sublattices. The value of the cell spin is

determined by the chairman, joker or compromise prescription as in

the previous section. This completes the definition of the transfor-

mation in the case of spatially homogeneous interactions.

Clearly the RT defined above, often referred to as sublattice

RT, in all three versions has the property that it leaves invariant

1 2 3 • n
2n

n2

2 3 n
2n

1 2 3 • n
2n

2 3 n
i 2 n

n2

Figure 4.7. A cluster of 2nx2n
spins numbered in
four blocks of nxn.
The spins denoted by
the same number
belong to the same
cell.
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any groundstate that can be viewed as a periodic repetition of a

basic figure of n x n spins. Consequently all transitions between

phases associated with these groundstates can in principle be studied

by this RT. The larger n the greater the variety of transitions that

can be studied. This extension of the diversity of phenomena to be

studied by the RT has been paid with a loss of symmetry. Even if the

initial interactions are spatially homogeneous, some of the couplings

will be periodic. To see this it is sufficient to consider a one-

dimensional version of the transformation with n - 2, and concentrate

on nearest neighbor coupling K.. Generalizations are immediate. With

reference to fig. 4.8, the initial stage (line 1) is characterized by

a unique K.. After one transformation however, K. will alternate be-

tween two values. An indication of this fact are the geometrical

distances between the cell spins drawn on line 2 right under the

centre of each cell. One can convince oneself of this difference in

interaction strength by counting the number of bonds connecting spins

X o X O X O X O X O X O X O X O

3a x o x o

3b

Figure 4.8. Three stages of the transformation with n * 2 in one di-
mension. The initial lattice (line 1) with spatially ho-
mogeneous nearest neighbor coupling is divided into cells
as indicated by solid lines. In the second stage (line 2)
the couplings are periodic. Two possible arrangements as
indicated by solid and clashed lines, result in two
possible third stages shown as 3a and 3b.
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of two neighboring cells. With a periodic K. the RT defined earlier

is no longer unique. Two possible versions exist with results illus-

trated by lines 3a and 3b. If the spins are organized in cells such

that the two cell clusters are connected by the weaker couplings, the

asymmetry between the couplings will tend to be enhanced by the

transformation (line 3a). If however the stronger K. coupling connect

different clusters, large differences in these couplings are drasti-

cally reduced (line 3b). Although the fixed point values of the

asymmetries are expected to remain finite with either version of

this RT, the latter choice is clearly more effective in taming

asymmetries.

Sore complicated couplings behave similarly. If periodic

couplings are produced they will alternate between n values only, and

the same choice of cells that reduces asymmetries in the K. couplings

will tame asymmetries in the higher ones as well. Also the generali-

zation to a d-dimensional model is immediate: coupling constants

periodically varying between n values will be produced. In the

isotropic case many of them coincide. A cell construction exists

which will tame asymmetries in all d—dimensions.

In practice the infinite lattice is replaced by a 2mn x 2mn

lattice with periodic boundary conditions. Note that the approximate

RT presented in chapter 3 corresponds with n = 1 and m = 2. As

pointed out in appendix A a fortunate effect of periodic boundary

conditions for this specific class of RT's is that the loss of

translational homogeneity does not take place in the lowest approxi-

mation m = 1. However the numerical accuracy of the results is ex-

pected to increase with increasing m, therefore I am certainly interested

in the symmetry breaking effect. In appendix C explicit results on a

simple example are discussed, which illustrate the effect of asymme-

tries, and the effect of m on the accuracy.

A summary of the above discussion runs as follows. The proposed

class of RT will in higher approximation (m> 1 with n > l ) introduce

spatially inhomogeneous couplings. This does not, however represent a

fundamental difficulty since the quantitative effect can be limited.

Another reason not to worry about the symmetry breaking effect

is that this kind of asymmetries are generally believed to be irrele-
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vant variables, i.e. not to bring the model into another universality

class, and in the lattices with only nearest neighbor couplings this

can be proven. The only difference between this and a more conventional

RT would be that in the latter the fixed point is symmetric, while in

the former the fixed point is slightly off the symmetric subspace.

Both fixed points however should govern the same critical manifold.

In case there is doubt about the irrelevance of the asymmetries, the

very result of the RT gives a prediction on this question by the

eigenvalue associated with the antisymmetric part of the interactions.

Now I will proceed to discuss the results of a sublattice RT

with n = 2 in the m = 1 approximation, on the critical surface of an

Ising model with first and second neighbor interaction K. and K_ and

four spin interaction K,. The fixed point structure and the critical

surface are compared with the results of the RT utilized in section

4.1, which correspond to n = 1 and m - 2.

The critical fixed points with the exponents of the relevant

eigenvalues are listed in table 4.J for the compromise transformation.

Four critical fixed points are found, the ferromagnetic (FM), the

antiferromagnetic (AF), plus two fixed points on the K_ axis, one of

which (B) is the end point of the transition between AF and FM, while

the other governs the transition from disorder to layered antiferro-

magnetic (LAF) c -ring. The corresponding chairman and joker RT give

quite similar results, differing in the eigenvalues only by 2% as

compared with the compromise RT, and mutually by 0.1%. The results

for the n = 1 and m = 2 transformation are added for comparison.

Though the sublattice transformation gives a more complete critical

structure, it is numerically inferior.

The phase diagram in the K -K« plane is shown in fig. 4.9. Three

ordered phases are found, FM, AF and LAF, while the disordered phase

is seen to extend to zero temperature in the directions K_ = - ||Kj|.

A transition found between AF and FM on the positive K_ axis is of

first order, and governed by a fixed point at K_ = + ». For a de-

tailed discussion of first order transitions in renormalization

group theory I refer the reader to chapter 5 of this thesis. Notice

that the greater reliability of the sublattice transformation is re-

flected in the consistency between the chairman, joker and compromise
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Table. 4.1. The fixed points and exponents of the relevant eigenvalues
in the compromise version of the n » 2 transformation in
the m » 1 approximation. In the K1-K2-K3 space four criti-
cal fixed points are found. Only non-zero values of the
fixed point couplings are shown. The subscripts on the ex-
ponents (y) refer to the direction of the associated scal-
ing field: T refers to the temperature, NN to nearest
neighbor coupling, and B to the scaling fields along the
Baxter curve. For comparison the exponents of the n = 1
m • 2 RT and the known exact results are listed in the two
last columns.

Fixed

Type

FM

AF

points
Non-zero
couplings

" " •

*2-

•5-
• 7 -

.214

.104

.013

-.214

.104

.103

Exponents of the relevant eigenvalues

Type n • 2, m « 1 n » 1, m « 2 Exact

yT

yT

.82 .94 I

.82

.425 yT

'NN

.75

1.68

-.49

1.75

LAF -.425 .75

-.49

1

0
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Figure 4.9. Phase diagram in the K1-K2 plane as calculated n = 2
transformation in the m = 1 approximation. The solid line
represents the critical curve following from the chairman
and joker version, and the dashed line from the compromise
version

version, this in contrast with the previous result in fig. 4.6.

The complete critical surface, now for the chairman version is

presented in fig. 4.10. The main difference with fig. 4.1 is the cusp

of the upper sheet where it intersects the K«—K, plane, which is

rounded in the previous result. In fact at this cusp which has been
34)predicted by Van Leeuwen , the FM and AF part of the critical

surface branch off from the first order plane at K. = 0. This plane

has not been drawn to avoid interference with the remaining picture.

Similar comparisons with exact results as in the figures 4.2 and

4.3 are made in the figures 4.11 and 4.12. Since the pictures are

exactly symmetric only one half is drawn. It appears that in these

regions the transformation n * 2 and m = 1 can compete with the

transformation n * 1, m « 2 in accuracy.

In this section I presented a general class of sublattice RT's,
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Figure 4.10. The critical surface calculated with the n * 2 m = 1
transformation in the chairman version. The viewpoint is
in the direction 1, 1,-1 in the K1-K2-K3 space. Note
the cusp in the upper branch.
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which in principle can be used to study transitions between phases

associated with groundstates of arbitrary complexity. An actual

example is compared with the more conventional transformation in the

previous section in a three-dimensional parameter space. This com-

parison of approximations both demanding a similar amount of work,

indicates that the gain in power to describe more complex phase

transition is paid with a loss in accuracy, however mainly in the

critical exponents; the critical curves seem equally reliable. The

main advantage of the example sublattice RT is that it discerns

between the AF and FM phases, and that a transition is found between

these phases. However in principle the transformation can cope with

as many as 16 different groundstates and associated phases, in con-

trast with the two invariant groundstates of conventional transfor-

mation. Hence the advantages of this method will be more fully ap-

preciated when more interaction are allowed. This will be done in

chapter 6 of this thesis where multicritical phenomena are discussed.

-2 -1

K 2

2 -

1 -

Figure 4.11. The intersection of the critical surface as following from
the n » 2 m« I transformation with the K2-K3 plane. The
circles indicate the RT calculation and the solid line
gives Baxter's exact solution22 for comparison.
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K.

Figure 4.12. The intersection of the critical surface with the "free
fermion surface" given by exp(—AK3) = cosh(K2) projected
on the K1-K2 plane. Circles indicate the calculation for
a n = 2 m~ 1 RT, and the solid line represents the exact
solution-19.
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5. FIRST ORDER PHASE TRANSITIONS

(5.0) Introduction.

The previous chapters have been mainly concerned with second

order phase transitions and in fact this is what renormalization

group theory is designed" for. However as I pointed out in chapter ]

second order critical points often are end points of a first order

coexistence curve. Hence first order transitions are more general

than second order, though their mathematical structure seems to be

more specific. Therefore it would be desirable for an RT to describe

first order transitions as well, if only for completeness. In the

first section of this chapter I present a few conditions on a RT to

faithfully describe first order transitions. It turns out that these

conditions do not impose a strong limitation on the RT, but that they

are quite naturally satisfied in the transformations so far defined

in this thesis. In the second section a numerical calculation is

presented on the simplest first order transition that can be thought

of in the Ising model: the ferromagnetic transition from the spin up

to the spin down phase, when the magnetic field is taken through

zero, identical to the lattice gas transition from the dense to the

dilute phase as a function of the fugacity. In the third section a

simple RT is used to investigate the possibility of essential singu-

larities superimposed on the first order transition. When no such

singularities exist the equilibrium free energy can be analytically

extended through the phase boundary, resulting in the free energy of

a metastable phase. Some speculations and implications of

renormalization theory on this metastable phase and its termination

are given in sec. 5.4.
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(5.1) Conditions on a renormalization transformation.

In this section I will give some conditions'^) On a RT which

lead to a discontinuity in a first derivative of the free energy. It

cannot be rigorously proven that these conditions are necessary nor

even sufficient. The renormalization group theory only brings back

the problem of finding the singularity structure of the free energy

f to the properties of the scaling function S. Only together with

some additional assumptions on f this leads to a specific singularity.

The amplitude of the singular terms are always determined by S and no

renormalization group arguments can force them to be non-zero.

Below I will derive the conditions and state under what as-

sumptions they are necessary. Subsequently it will be shown how in an

actual RT these conditions are satisfied quite naturally.

Let some order parameter given by a first partial derivative of

the free energy be discontinuous in a region D of the parameter space.

The scaling equation 2.14 together with the analyticity of the

functions g and K', implies that f(K) and f(K') can only exhibit this

type of singularity simultaneously. Hence the region D will be in-

variant under the RT. Assumed that the transformation is not ergodic

and has no limit cycles, there must be a fixed point K in D, stable

with respect to D. According to the scaling equation the partial

derivatives of the free energy satisfy

3f(K) = 9g(K) - d y ^ b 3f(K')
3K 3K k 3K ~ § K 7 ~ "
a a b a T)

(5.1)

In the vicinity of K this can be linearized and K can be transformed

to the variables u as defined in eq. 2.15 and 2.16, by a linear

coordinate transformation such that u = 0 in the fixed point. Eq. 5.1

then reads

3f(u)
3u.

(5.2)

where Xu represents X.u , X?u_,... . Since some partial derivatives

of f are discontinuous, the derivative with respect to at least one

of the u variables, say u., is discontinuous. Let the amplitude of

the discontinuity be given by M(u), then
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M(u) = X. d A. M(Au) (5.3)

applies in the region D to the fixed point. Note that if this

equation is iterated n times the arguments A.u. of M tend to zero
d J J

since K is stable with respect to D. This implies that M diverges

near the fixed point if A. < H . But the first derivative of the free

energy being the thermal average of some intensive spin operator,

cannot diverge for an Ising model and hence A. > i. . When A. > i. the

discontinuity M will vanish as the fixed point is approached, but may

remain finite in D. It is doubtful however that this case is of

physical interest, since the first order transition is in no way re-

flected in the RT, but is just an accidental property of the scaling

function. Moreover in principle an eigenvalue exceeding i, allows for

a divergent first derivative of the free energy, which is impossible
as stated above. The conclusion therefore is that the eigenvalue A.

j i

is equal to Z . Then the discontinuity M may be finite at the fixed

point according to eq. 5.3.

The conditions now can be summarized in the existence of a fixed

point K. stable with respect to D, and an eigenvalue A. = Z aL K .

Their main justification is that they work in practice as I will

proceed to show. Assume a first order transition between phases as-

sociated with two possible groundstates, to occur at a region D which

is of one dimension less than the full parameter space. At zero

temperature the subspace D and the region of degeneracy between the

groundstates coincide. Let the energy per spin of the two groundstates

be given by U.(K), i = !, 2. Consider a RT which leaves the

groundstates invariant, then U. satisfies at low temperature

exp(Ng(K) + NfU.(Kf))= exp(NU.(K)) , (5.4)

since the excited states do not contribute. Hence the function U. - U»

scales according to

U,(K') - U2(K') = A u , ( K ) -U 2(K)) , (5.5)

and consequently is a scaling field associated with an eigenvalue & .
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Another scaling field has been constructed by Van Leeuwen by con-

sidering a state in which part of the lattice is in groundstate i and

the remainder is groundstate 2. His analysis leads a function e(K)

: linear in the coupling constants

[ e(Kf) = Ad"' e(K) (5.6)
j -

\:

<"; for low temperatures. Since e is linear in the interaction parameters
.̂!~
f- it is inversely proportional to the temperature and therefore the

U- temperature will decrease by a factor I under the RT, if e(K) is

'. non-zero. The scaling field associated to the eigenvalue I vanishes

' at the phase boundary, and consequently e varies along D. Hence the

: stable fixed point in D is to be found at zero temperature. It is

' here that the energy difference between the groundstates scales with

a factor equal to I , and thus provides the fixed point with an

.-': eigenvalue g, .
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(5.2) The equation of state of an Ising ferromagnet.

In this section a numerical RT evaluation is described of the

properties of the square Ising lattice in a field, previously re-

ported together with M. Nauenberg . Particular attention is paid to

the critical properties of the magnetization.

So far the numerical RT calculations in this thesis were con-

cerned only with interactions involving an even number of spins.

However it is straightforward to implement odd couplings such as the

magnetic field H. This is done for the simple block transformation

defined in sec. 3.2 in the same four cell finite lattice approxi-

mation. The up-down symmetry thus being broken, the RT generates

apart from the even couplings K.,K? and K, defined previously, all

odd interactions compatible with the size of the lattice. In this ap-

proximation besides magnetic field K, = H also three—spin coupling

K5 must be included. Since the transformation evidently preserves the

two ferromagnetic groundstates it is expected to describe the first

order transition according to sec. 5.1.

As the implementation of the odd couplings presents no special

technical difficulties, I wiii immediately proceed to describe the

outcome of the RT. The flow pattern for the ferromagnetic region is

sketched in fig. 5.1 neglecting all interactions but the most domi-

nant: nearest neighbor coupling K. and magnetic field H. The flow is

governed by five fixed points: the critical and the low- and high-

temperature fixed point found previously, and two paramagnetic fixed

points at H = ± «°, K finite and all other couplings zero. When the

odd couplings are zero the flow is either towards the origin or

towards the low temperature asymptotic fixed point depending on the

strength of the initial interactions. When the initial couplings are

just critical the flow is towards the critical fixed point. When

H $ 0 but very small at first the other couplings try to ignore it

and the flow pattern is very similar to the one for H = 0. But the

magnetic field grows and eventually dominates the other couplings

sending them all to zero. Only K. manages to survive and settles down

at some finite value still depending on its initial strength.

At the critical fixed point we found two relevant exponents, the

one found previously y_ = .936 is called thermal because it is as-
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Figure 5.1. Flow lines sketched in the Ki~H plane. The entire criti-
cal surface is collapsed in one fixed point.

sociated with a variable almost equivalent to the temperature, and in

addition a magnetic exponent yn = 1.828 associated to the odd couplings.
ti

The exact critical exponents of the Ising model are reproduced by the

value y_ = 1 and y = 15/8.
1 n

The first order transition is indicated by the existence of a

spontaneous magnetization at H = 0 of a definite magnitude but in-

definite sign. To calculate the magnetization we differentiated eq.

3.3 with respect to H:

M(K) =
m-1

•SFSff11)3H
(5.8)

This expression is evaluated at K,

spontaneous magnetization.

K, = 0 to calculate the
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However since g is analytic and even with respect to change of sign

of the odd couplings, the sum does not contribute and the spontaneous

magnetization is given entirely by the last term. This seems in

disagreement with section 3.1 when it is shown that the limit of

I f(K ) is zero. This apparent contradiction is caused by the

order of the limit m -*• «° and the differentiation with respect to H.

In eq. 5.8 the differentiation is carried out while m is still finite,

and in sec. 3.1 the limit is taken without differentiation. Since the

left hand side of eq. 5.8 does not depend on m, the total result

cannot depend on this order. Consequently

M(K,H-O) « ^r g(Kn)

n»o
lim ifnd ± f (Kn) ,

3H
(5.9)

which has been confirmed numerically as follows: instead of the limit

n •*• <*>, n is set so large that the right hand side does not vary with

n within the accuracy of the computer; the infinite sum is replaced

by a finite sum with upper limit such, that the the next term is

negligible; and the differentiation is replaced by the difference

quotient.

In practice the calculation of the magnetization is performed

analogously to that of the free energy in chapter 3 by iterating the

RT just as far as necessary to calculate f(K ) sufficiently accurate

from simple approximations. The result is shown in fig. 5.2, where M

is plotted as a function of K for various fixed values of the

physical magnetic field H/K.. The dashed curve is the exact value of
27)

the spontaneous magnetization derived by Yang .In figure 5.3 the

magnetization is shown as a function of the field for various values

of the temperature. No exact results are available for comparison.

According to eq. 2.23 the free energy will apart from a regular

contribution f have an exact scaling form. To calculate the uni-

versal scaling function we had to subtract the unknown regular part.

It is much easier however to differentiate the free energy. Since f

is analytic it will behave smooth, but the singular part will di-

verge, or at least dominate the regular part close to the critical

point Kj - K . The magnetization for instance has for small values of

T = 1 - K./K and H, up to a term of order H, the form2'3'28'4^
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Figure 5.2. The magnetization M as a function of K\ for fixed values
of H/Kj. The dashed line is the exact spontaneous
magnetization.

Magnetization

I"
f

Figure 5.3. The magnetization M versus the field H for constant
values of the temperature T = 1/Kj. '
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M(T,H) - sgn(H) |x|8 m± (|x|) , (5.10)

where 8 » (d-y,,)/y_, x • H|x| and A • yu/yT. The subscript ± on the
n x H i.

i scaling function m corresponds to the sign of x. For temperatures

I above the critical temperature, T > 0 , the magnetization is analytic

-' in the field. There is no rigorous evidence to support analyticity

I for x < 0 , but it is generally believed that M is expandible in H,
f 28 44 43)
;' possibly in an asymptotic series ' ' . Therefore m can be ex-
; panded:

,'ri
'. oo

t m+(x) = I a1 xn . (5.11)
> "" n«o

, . Since M is an odd and analytic function of H for x < 0 , a " 0 for

' even n. The coefficient of the power law for the spontaneous magneti-

; . zation is a , and the coefficients a" are the amplitudes of the zero

I.: field susceptibility x according to:

X(T,H=0)

a| T~Y T > 0

a~(-x)~ YT<0 (5.12)

I M( ,H=0) = aQ(-x)
p x < 0

i- The function m and m are related as a consequence of the ana-
• 5) 2)

; liticity of M for H ^ 0 , which implies

('• m+(x) = x
1 / 6 I b (±x~1/A)n (5.13)

E ~ n-o

>' where 6 = A/3 is the exponent of the critical isotherm: M(x*0,H) =

I' boHl/6'
I From the series eq. 5.8 the coefficients a , a., a. and b are

f calculated. The values are listed in table 5.1 together with the

f critical exponents related to the field, 3 and y. For comparison
> 28^

i corresponding values from high field series or from analytic re-

sults ' * are listed as a second row. In table 5.2 the numerical

values of m+(x) are listed for various values of x, and for compari-
f;

h
f



Table 5.I. Critical exponents and coefficients

.1839

.125

1

1

Y

.768

.75

1

1

a
o

.357

.222

+
al

.831

.9626

a7
.0428

. 02554

1

1

bo

.021

.059

# ' •

Table 5.2. Scaling function

h(z)/h(o) hGD(z)/hGD(o)

10

102

103

104

105

105

io4

103

102

10

1.45

1.65

1.99

2.44

3.02

m+(x)

3.02

2.42

1.92

1.49

1.01

-.132

-.0648

-.0238

-.0078

-.0024

.0025

.0082

.0284

.115

.952

1

1

1

1

11

.240

.598

.846

.951

.986

.018

.057

.196

.843

.37

.271

.619

.855

.952

.985

1.015

1.051

1.179

1.773

10.46

son with the results of Gaunt and Domb , shown in the last column,

we have evaluated also h(z) • HM - x[m (x)] considered as a
—1/fi —1/ft

function of the scaling variable z = T M = ±(m+(x)) . Finally

in table 5.3 the numerical value for the reduced zero field sus-

ceptibility obtained by factorizing out the dominant singularity at

the critical point are given. For comparison the results of a high
29)

temperature series expansion obtained by Sykes et al. are shown in

the last column.

These results indicate that this renormalization group approach

provides a practical method not only to describe critical point

singularities, bur first order-transitions as well. The accuracy

cannot compete with temperature series expansions but the approxi-
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Table 5.3. Zero-field susceptibility

• / DO I , .. /„ I J • / J

I

.0

.2

.3

.4

.42"

.42*

.5

.6

.7

.8

1.00

.971

.933

.889

.841

.831

.0428

.0351

.0236

.0138

.0080

1.00

.999

.992

.982

.969

.966

nation utilized in this section has the advantage that the effect of

second neighbor couplings and three- and four-spin interaction can

readily be calculated. This is of particular interest in studying the

effect of competing interactions. Some of these extensions will be

described in chapter 6 of this thesis. In appendix B the effect of

free parameters in the weight function is discussed, in particular

the improved critical coefficients will be given when the parameters

are adapted te reproduce the exact critical exponents.
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(5.3) Essential singularities.

An interesting feature of first order transition is the fact

that the jump in the first derivative of the free energy f still

allows f to be analytic on both sides of the phase boundary. This

would imply the existence of an analytic continuation through the

transition point, which then can be interpreted as a metastable phase.

The aim of this and the subsequent section is to give some

renormalization group evidence about the analyticity of the free

energy and the properties of the metastable phase. First I will give a

brief review of some non-renormalization results of the last decade.

Thereafter some RT predictions will be given concerning the question

whether the free energy is analytic at the phase boundary or essential-

ly singular instead. I will derive these analytically for a RT with a

few assumed properties, and numerically for a specific approximate

transformation. Finally in the next section I will present some impli-

cations of, and some speculations inspired by the renormalization

group theory for the termination of the metastable phase, if its

existence as analytic continuation of the equilibrium is assumed.

Some older publication of Fisher and of Langer concerning
40)

first order transitions discussed the droplet model rather than

the Ising model. They concluded the existence of an essential singu-

larity at the phase boundary, such that all derivatives of the free

energy with respect to the field remain finite, but make a divergent

Taylor series. The physical nature of the droplet model renders it

feasible however to define a metastable phase in spite of the singu-
42)

larity. Recently Domb modified the droplet model to correct for its

most obvious artefact, namely the absence of excluded volume inter-

actions between droplets, and besides he included the existence of

widely ramified clusters. His analysis supports analyticity at the

phase boundary and the existence of a metastable phase, which for low

temperatures terminates in an essential singularity and for higher

subcritical temperatures in a branch point singularity.

Independent of this tradition of the droplet model Gaunt and
43)

Baker analysed a series expansion for the magnetization of the
44)

Ising model due to Essam and Hunter . They conclude analyticity at

the phase boundary and even calculate near the critical point the ex-
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plicit form of the spinodal, i.e. the curve in the H-T plane where the

metastable phase terminates. The reliability of this result is dubious

as it is all based on the analysis of an infinite series of which only

five terms were known. A variational approximation of Krinsky etal.

yields a metastable phase much like mean field theory, to which their

method is related. Their approximate magnetization has a square root

type singularity at the spinodal.

Recently Klein, Wallace and Zia gave some renormalization

group predictions on the properties of the free energy at the phase

boundary, which I will briefly review below. Consider a RT for an

Ising ferromagnet, which for large values of the nearest neighbor

coupling K and magnetic field H not as large, has the property that

H' =

Kf -
(5.14)

It is assumed that the transformation will be dominated by these two

interaction parameters, and therefore I will not write a subscript on

K in this section. These equations 5.24 are expected to hold up to

corrections of the type exp(—2qK+2H), where q is the coordination

number of the lattice. Consequently starting with initial temperature

well below the Curie point, and initial magnetic field H « 1, this

mapping may be repeated n times with

(5.15)

The free energy of Kn and Hn can be expanded in powers of exp(-Hn) and

exp(-K ) since both these parameters are very small. According to the

scaling equation also the free energy of K, and H has a term which can

thus be expanded. By substitution of eq. 5.14 in 5.15 n can be elimi-

nated from the expansion parameters to express them in K and H,

yielding

exp(-(K)d/(H)d~1) (5.16)

" ' •

where the superscripts stand for powers. These terms produce essential
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singularities at H = 0.

This result of Klein et al. is substantially different from the

essential singularities found in the droplet model, as the Taylor ex-

pansion of I(K,K) in powers of H is identically zero, in contra-

distinction to the divergent series for the droplet model. Two im-

portant objections against this result are the following:

(i) Instead of the criterion eq. 5.15 to stop the iteration, it is

equally legitimate to iterate no further than as soon as H n s H where

the constant H ^ * 1 and independent of K, i.e. as soon as the ex-

pansion in powers of exp(-H ) is sufficiently convergent. The resulting

singularity is then of another type namely

(5.17)

(ii) Moreover if a singular term I(K,H) contributes to the free energy

of K and H the same term expressed in K1 and H' then contributes tc

f(K',H') and correspondingly to f(K n,H n). Note that I(K,H) = I(K',H') =

I(Kn,Hn). This implies that f(Kn,Hn) has a singular contribution

I(K ,K ). This is in contradiction with the existence of a low-temper-

ature expansion in powers of exp(-Kn) at large values of Kn, whereas

I(K ,Hn) is a singular function of exp(-K ) .

Nevertheless the philosophy of the method namely to derive the

unknown behavior of the free energy near H = 0 from known properties

near K = °° is certainly legitimate. It is in fact exactly what Wegner

did in his derivation of corrections to scaling laws reviewed in sec.

2.4. However he explicitly used the analyticity of the transformation

at the fixed point. It seems certainly necessary to make that strong

an assumption if one is to derive singularities as subtle as eq. 5.16.

Therefore I will assume a fairly simple RT to be analytic and formally

derive the behavior of the free energy near the phase boundary.

In the first place I will assume the existence of a RT in two

variables only, K and H, in other words the H-K plane is supposed to

be invariant. The subscript on K is dropped as besides the field H

there is only one coupling. I focus on the low temperature fixed point

H = 0, K = => and assume eigenvalues there according to eq. 2.16, in

agreement with the analysis in sec. 5.1. To make the analyticity as-

6)
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sumption well-defined I need to specify in what variables the RT is

analytic in the fixed point. Since the free energy can be expanded in

powers of e , it is natural to use the same variable here. This is

further justified by the fact that every finite lattice approximation

and also a cluster expansion to any order for a RT is analytic in H

and e . Finally the RT is assumed to preserve the spin inversion

symmetry. For definiteness I choose S, = 2 and d = 2. Thus I obtain the

expansion

a e " ( n + 2 ) K H2m

nin

H1 b enm
-nK

H 2 m + 1 ,

(5.18)

where b = 4. The double summations here and in the sequel range from

o to « in both n and m. When I try to derive scaling fields I am faced
—KT —K

with the problem that the lowest order of e in powers of e is
quadratic. Therefore it is impossible to construct a temperature like

—V

scaling field analytic in e which scales linearly. Instead I

generalize:

CT(K\H')

CH(K',Hf) = 4 CH(K,H) ,

such that C and ?„ are ana ly t i c :

(5.19)

nm
(5.20)

-nK ,T2m+l

. ' . « • ; ••'

This defines t, up to an overall factor which is fixed by setting
n

d = I. The analyticity of £_ and 5U I cannot rigorously prove but theOO 1 n

expansioneq. 5.20 can be obtained term by term from substitution of eq.

5.18 in 5.19. Unless the expansions 5.20 diverge, the scaling fields

are regular functions of e and H. I will come to this later. The

eigenvalue Z of H might cause logarithmic singularities if 3g/3?u / 0
n

(see eq. 2.20), but this is excluded as g is an even function of H and
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likewise of 5 . Therefore apart from a regular contribution f ex-
n r

pandible in even powers of H, the free energy satisfies

(5.21)

As said before the free energy is analytic in e (apart from a

contribution proportional to K) and so is f . This implies that also
—K *"

f, is analytic in e and likewise in c . I expand:

fh(cT,cH) = (5.22)

and the coefficients L satisfy

2n
(5.23)

n=o n=o

One easily convinces oneself by induction that this implies that all

L are zero except L , which satisfies

¥•

i?
is'-

1:-

Lo(?H> - *

Since f is symmetric in H the solution for f, is

= M o

(5.24)

(5.25)

A '•' :''

where M is the magnetization at the fixed point. This result ex-

cludes all singularities except a jump in all the odd derivatives

with respect to H.

Apart from the assumptions about the properties of the RT listed

above I made one crucial supposition in the course of the argument

namely the analyticity of the scaling fields. This was only based

upon the existence of the expansion eq. 5.20 but about the convergence

of these series no rigorous statements can be made. Therefore I will

proceed to apply this analysis to a specific example RT to verify

this in practice.

The result eq. 5.25 strictly has been derived only for a RT

which leaves the H-K plane invariant. Therefore to verify this for an
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an actual transformation this should be restricted to these two vari-
2

ables only. The RT described in appendix C, with n = 2 and m = I

satisfies this condition and all other listed above. The construction

of this transformation is given in the appendix, and here I will give

the explicit formulae for K', H1 and g, and briefly outline the ana-

lysis of these RT equations:

where

(5.26)

g =

A(K,H) =

B(K,H)=A(K,-H)

C(K,H) = ln(9+24cosh(2H)+6cosh(4H)+I6e"4K+8e"8Kcosh(2H)+e"16K)

(5.26)

are the values of Jf1 (++), X' (—) and 3C* (+-) apart from a contribution

linear in K and H. Introducing the variable z = exp(-4K) and z' =

exp(-4K') the transformation can be expressed in z and expanded in

powers of z:

z' = zT exp(|C-U-iB) = \ X (H)zn

n=2 n

CO

H' = 4H + I M (H)zn

n=2 n

CO

g = K + I Gn(H)z
n ,

n=o

where the coefficients X ,M and G are finite polynomials in
n n n

exp(±2H) and in

(5.28) \5J

"•J

Jk

Q+(H) = (9 + 24 cosh(2H) + 6 cosh(4H))
±^ , (5.29)

and can be directly obtained from eq. 2.26 and 2.27.

These expressions are used to solve the inhomogeneous scaling
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equation for the free energy of the form:

£(z,H) = 2K + H + I Fn(H)z ,
n=l n

(5.30)

which is precisely the low temperature series expansion of the equi-

librium phase at H 3 s0. Substituting eq. 5.28 and 5.30 in the scaling

equation I get

where

and

i v>-n-
n=l (X ^ ( H ) z k) n LI v ^ t

^=2 ' vl=2 '

+ I An(H)z
n ,

n=2

I An(H)z
n = g + ̂ K' + ̂ H' - 2K - H = -£A ,

n=2

(5.31)

Fnm(H) - \m V H ) •

I-

i

This equation is a recurrent relation among the functions F (H) such

that F (H) can be obtained once F.. with 2i + 2j < n are known. Hence

the coefficients of the low temperature expansion eq. 5.30 can be

calculated one by one, and turn out to be also finite polynomials in

exp(±2H) and in Q +(H), Q+(4H), Q+(16H) etc. (eq. 5.29). This has been

done by computer up to F.,, and the result is listed in appendix D up

to F,o> I leave it to the reader to verify that Fj(=O), F« and F, are

the exact coefficients for the low-temperature series of the square

Ising model . The most dominant term of F for large positive H
46) . n

turns out to be exact up to and including F,, and the H dependence

of the term is still correct for F_, but the coefficient is slightly

off. The most dominant contribution for large negative magnetic field
2

can be shown from eq. 5.31 roughly to behave as exp(-(n —n)H), while

in the exact series this is exp(-n H/2). Though this last result does

not agree exactly, it shows a proper type of behavior of the

coefficients F . This comparison with the exact series expansion
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gives some confidence in the RT result. When H > 0 the series eq.

5.30 converges rapidly, and the result is equal to that of the series

expansion in g function eq. 3.4, Since all the terms F are analytic

functions of H, the sane series for negative H would be the analytic

continuation f describing the metastable phase. Since the equi-

librium free energy is even in H, it is given by f(z,|H[), and

according to eq. 5.25 the magnetic scaling field is given by

5 H = \ sgn(H) (f(z,|H|) - f(z,-]H|), as the regular part fr is elimi-

nated automatically. Unfortunately the expansion of f(z,H) in power

of z does not seem to converge for H < 0. I could not convince myself

however whether the series is divergent for all H < 0 or only for H

less than some negative number. This was particularly difficult as

the series is quite irregular. The even terms are much larger than

the odd terms and in particular the term of orders that are integer

powers of 2.

Therefore I used another approach to investigate whether the

free energy is analytic in H = 0. A clear investigation of this can

be found in the Taylor expansion in powers of H. If I calculate such

an expansion from the low-temperature series I am faced with the

following problem. At first the Taylor expansion seems to converge

rapidly for low temperature, and only higher order terms indicate

divergence. But the higher the derivative with respect to H the more

erratic it is on account of the slower convergence of its low-

temperature expansion. Though the asymptotic behavior of the Taylor

series in H seems to set in earlier at higher temperatures, this does

not solve the problem since the low—temperature expansion as a whole

converges slower then. Therefore I solved the scaling equation for f

not analytically in the form of a truncated series, but numerically

and completely, along with a large number of derivatives. This in-

volved some technical difficulties which are described in appendix F.

Here I will be concerned only with the results. The free energy has

been calculated with derivatives with respect to K and H up to the

twentieth. To investigate analyticity in H I need only the deriva-

tives with respect to H:

-i

•i

D (K,H) = -2— f (K,H)
n 3Hn

(5.32)
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Table 5.4. The partial derivatives of the
free energy with respect to H at
zero field as a function of K.

K

nN

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

.494092

Dn(K,0)

•8907E+00

.1502E+01

-.1240E+03

•3519E+05

-.2190E+08

.2530E+1I

-.4638E+14

.1131E+18

-.3592E+21

.1685E+25

-.1211E+29

.1129E+33

-.1174E+37

•1276E+41

-.1425E+45

.1649E+49

-.2083E+53

.3328E+57

-.8109E+61

.2902E+66

.426680

Dn(K,0)

•4426E+00

.6505E+04

-.4091E+10

•9442E+16

-.4783E+23

.4499E+30

-.6715E+37

.1334E+45

-.3447E+52

.1317iS+6O

-.7704E+67

•5852E+75

-.4954E+83

.4384E+91

-.3985E+99

.3754+107

-.3862+115

.5023+123

-.9965+131

.2904+140

.426000

Dn(K,0)

.3962E+00

.2085E+05

-.4694E+11

.3879E+18

-.7035E+25

.2369E+33

-.1266E+41

.9004E+48

-.8332E+56

.1139E+65

-.2387E+73

.6492E+81

-.1968E+90

.6234E+98

-.2029+107

.6844+115

-.2521+124

.1174+133

-.8338+141

.8700+150

These derivatives D (K,0) and in particular their asymptotic be-

havior for large n are to be studied at arbitrary K. For some values

of K D (K,0) are listed in table 5.4; note the alternation which

indicates that the closest singularity is at negative real values of

H. I chose to study D (K,0) in more detail for K close to the fixed

point value K for the following reasons: It turns out that for large

K D first decreases with n but for sufficiently large n grows rapid-

ly, while for smaller K the seemingly asymptotic behavior sets in im-

mediately. Moreover close to the critical fixed point the free energy,
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that is to say f, has the convenient scaling form

fh(K,H) = |xT " S(x) ,

where as usual x = -==—1, x = HJx|

(5.33)

, A = ŷ /y™, and o is the specific
HI

heat exponent a = 2 - d/y . Since the high derivatives of f. diverge

at the fixed point the contributions from the regular part can be

neglected if |T| «C 1, |H| « 1; hence

Dn(K,H)
I I2-a—nA „ , «
|T| S (X) , (5.34)

where S (x) is the n-th derivative of S(x). The numerical values of
n

D (K) satisfy eq. 5.34 in good approximation as is shown in table 5.5.

The errors are probably due to the fact that eq. 5.33 is valid not in

terms of x and H but in terms of the scaling fields. By eq. 5.34 the

temperature dependence is conveniently eliminated, so that now only

S(x) is to be studied. To investigate the analyticity of S at x = o

an estimate can be made of the radius of convergence x of its Taylor

expansion, by means of the criteria of Cauchy and d'Alembert:

,1/n
(5.35a)

lim S (o)
n

(5.35b)

The successive estimates for x , given in table 5.6 tend to decrease,

but it is not convincing that the limits are zero. For comparison

also the-analogous values are given evaluated at x = .2664. Note

that the last entries of the second and third column are consistent

with x = .35, but the remaining data indicate otherwise.

A more convincing investigation of the radius of convergence

has been done as follows. From a crude analysis of the transformation

the derivatives of the free energy at zero field D (K,0) have been

estimated to be

. i

Dn(K,0) ~ 3 ^ exp|2(n-l) fln[n-l]-l-lnJ4K- i ~ 1 j + n In 2J ;
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Table 5.5. The derivatives of the scaling function S(x)
evaluated at two values of x and two values of
K. Sn(x) is calculated from Dn(K,H) by means
of eq. 5.34. If eq. 5.33 were exact Sn(x) would
depend on H and K only through x.

K

H

X

n

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

IS

19

20

.426680

0.

0.

Sn(x)

•1449E+01

•2863E-01

-.2421E-01

.7511E-01

-.5U6E+00

.6470E+01

-.1298E+03

.3467E+04

-.1205E+06

.6186E+07

-.4867E+03

•4970E+11

-.5657E+13

.6731E+15

-.8227E+17

.J042E+20

-.I441E+22

.2520E+24

-.6722E+26

.2634E+29

.426000

0.

0.

Sn(x)

.1451E+01

.2864E+0I

-.24I9E-01

.7500E-01

-.5104E+00

.6449E+O1

-.1293E+03

.3450E+04

-.1198E+06

.6145E+07

-.4831E+09

.4929E+11

-.5604E+13

.6662E+15

-.8136E+17

.]030E+20

-.1423E+22

•2486E+24

-.6625E+26

.2593E+29

.426680

.358E-6

.2664

Sn(x)

.1456E+01

.2392E-01

-.1330E-10

.2276E-01

-.7519E-0I

.3773+00

-.2456E+01

.1983E+02

-.2069E+03

.2922E+04

-.5407E+05

.1199E+07

-.2947E+08

.7693E+09

-.2089E+11

.5847E+12

-.1682E+14

.4977E+15

-.1521E+17

•4830E+18

.426000

.100E-6

.2664

Sjx)

•1458E+01

.2392E-01

-.133OE-O1

.2273E-01

-.7501E-01

.3761E+00

-.2446E+01

.1973E+02

-.2057E+03

.2902E+04

-. 5366E+05

.1189E+07

-.2919E+08

.7615E+09

-.2066E+11

.5778E+12

-.1661E+14

.4910E+15

-.1499E+17

.4756E+18
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Table 5.6. The radius of convergence of the Taylor
series of Sj estimated by means of eq.
5.35a (C) and 5.35b (d'A) . The radius of
convergence of the series at x = o is de-
noted by xn.

K

H

X

nV

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

.426000

0.

0.000000

x (d'A)
o

.3795E+06

•1013E+03

.3551E+01

.1290E+01

.7348E+00

.4748E+00

.3492E+00

.2998E+00

.2592E+00

•1949E+00

.1399E+00

.1176E+00

.1143E+00

.1178E+00

.1228E+00

.1264E+00

.1230E+00

.1030E+00

.7129E-01

.5109E-01

.426000

0.

0.000000

xo(C)

.6357E+00

.9735E+01

•7476E+01

.5004E+01

.3489E+01

.2542E+01

•1936E+01

.1546E+01

.1277E+01

.1064E+01

.8884E+00

.7534E+01

.6537E+00

•5799E+00

.5241E+00

.4805E+00

.4443F+00

.4103E+00

•3748E+00

.3397E+00

.426000

.100E-6

.2664

x +x(d'A)
o
.3777E+06

.1218E+03

.5398E+01

.2340E+01

. 1515E+01

.1197E+O1

.1076E+01

.9915E+00

.8632E+00

.7089E+00

.5949E+00

.5418E+00

.5292E+00

•5367E+00

.5529E+00

.5721E+00

•5914E+00

.6089E+00

•6224E+00

.6302E+00

.426000

.100E-6

.2664

x +x(C)
o

.6327E+00

.I065E+02

.9127E+01

.6744E+01

.5120E+01

•4082E+01

.3412E+O1

.2949E+01

.2590E+01

•2287E+01

.2033E+01

.1827E+01

.1666E+01

.1541E+01

.1443E+01

.1364E+01

.1301E+01

.1249E+01

.1206E+01

.1169E+01

B-l
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Table 5.7. Estimates of the coefficients a,b and o in eq.
5.37, by means of a least-squares fit, with weight
factor n m for the n-th tern.

m

1

2

3

4

5

6

a

2.053

2.027

2.023

2.052

2.126

2.243

x = 0

b
-2.501

-2.431

-2.396

-2.502

-2.771

-3.202

c

.11

.88

.84

.12

.34

1.8

m

1

2

3

4

5

6

X

a

1.34

1.25

1.15

1.05

.95

.86

= .2664

b
-1.57

-1.26

- .91

- .55

- .20

- .13

e

2.10~2

7.1O~3

2.10"3

6.10"4

2.10"4

5.10""5

.\ from this I conjectured

/

f; Sn(0) ~ e expfa n ln(n) + & n} . (5.37)

\: A least—squares fit has been made to estimate a, b and a, such that

r the derivations are weighted with n with various values for m. This

:.• weight factor is used to emphasize the asymptotic behavior, and to

';., see whether the results depend on m, which would be an indication

F

j: that eq. 5.37 is not a good guess. In table 5.7 the results are

j. listed for m ranging from 1 to 6. For comparison the same has been

if done for S (.2664). The coefficient a determines the dominant n-

? dependence, and in particular the radius of convergence x is zero

S for a > 1, finite for a = o and infinite for a < 1. Note that for

f x = o a does not depend strongly on m, but is roughly consistent with

V the estimate eq. 5.36. The strong variation of a for x = .2664 indi-

r' cates that eq. 5.36 does not apply to finite H; and indeed this

I; estimate could be made only for H = 0. The relative deviation of
•fe

1. S (0) from eq. 5.37 in the best fit regarded as a function of n ap-

y pears like a sinusoid with period 12 and magnitude as large as .35.

p- This strong deviation explains why for large m the estimate for a. in

S; table 5.7 depends somewhat stronger on m. The last swing of the ad-

5-V. ditional siinusoid obscures the result. As a conclusion a reasonable

t: • estimate for S (0) seems to be

&
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Sn(0) =»e(-)
n exp(2n ln(n)-2.4n) , (5.38)

which makes a divergent Taylor series. The approximate free energy

for the droplet model obtained by Langer yields

t D (K,0)
n

(2n+l).' (5.39)

i which apart from the fact that K dependence does not allow a scaling

L form about the critical point, is asymptotically quite similar to eq.

• j: 5.38.
i

:- In this section it is shown that a RT analytic in the variables
* f- -K .
\ < H and e yields a free energy which is expandible in the same

L parameters. However in a specific example analysed in detail the ex-
' - — K

i; pans ion in powers of e does converge only for the equilibrium phase;

'*, the analytic continuation for the metastable free energy is divergent.

*.. The expansion in powers of H has radius of convergence zero indi—

f> eating an essential singularity at the phase boundary quite different

K from a RT result previously obtained by Klein et al. , but similar
!' 4 J )
;, to results of Langer deduced for the droplet model.

-.1

-'"l
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(5.4) The metastable phase.

In this section I assume that the free energy of an Ising ferro-

magnet is analytic at the phase boundary in order to derive pre-

dictions of the renormalization group theory on the metastable phase

and the spinodal. Apart from this property of the free energy it is

assumed that the system can be described by an analytic RT and that

the flow pattern of this transformation is similar to that of the

numerical RT's known so far, in particular that it is dominated by

the nearest neighbor coupling K. and the magnetic field H. Since none

of these assumptions can be made rigorous, the content of this

section is of a speculative character.

Under these assumptions consider an Ising ferromagnet with

critical temperature T . The equilibrium free energy f satisfies the

scaling equation

fe(K) g(K) fe(K') (5.40)

where K denotes the coupling constants including H. The analytic

continuation of f for H > 0 to negative values of H I will call the

metastable free energy and denote by f . Let

fm< K )
»-d

fm(K'>
(5.41)

define the function . Since K1 are analytic functions and f is the
a m

analytic continuation of f , is the analytic continuation of g and

consequently identical to g. In other words f and f are solutions

of the same scaling equation. Therefore if f terminates in a

spinodal singularity this boundary of the metastable phase is in-

variant under the RT. Close to the Curie point such an invariant

necessarily has a scaling form and is given by

H " -A|TT (5.42)

where A = y /y , A is a positive constant and T = T/T - 1. The same

form of the spinodal is obtained by Gaunt and Baker ' from a scaling

form of the free energy. If the RT is known not only at the critical
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Ap-

int, the complete spinodal can be predicted. No rigorous statements

can be made about it without a detailed knowledge of the transfor-

mation, but I will give some speculations inspired by the properties

almost all approximate RT's seem to have in common. The flow pattern

sketched in fig. 5.1 is such a property and therefore the spinodal is

expected to look like some of those flow lines. There are four quali-

tatively different possibilities indicated in fig. 5.4. Two of them

(1 and 3) meet the Curie point tangentially to the temperature axis

K

H —-
Figure 5.4. Four possible shapes of the spinodal.

V.

• "••

according to eq. 5.42 for T < 0 or T > 0 respectively. The constant A

can still assume any finite value. More special are the situations

where A is » or 0 corresponding in fig. 5.4 to 2 or 4 respectively.

In case 2 the thermal scaling field is identically zero at the

spinodal, which then meets the temperature axis perpendicular. Situation

4 is especially interesting as it automatically provides a description

of the spinodal singularity by means of the relevant magnetic eigen-

value of the high-temperature fixed point. At the same time this ex-

plains why this fixed point, where f is not singular at all, has a

relevant eigenvalue. If the spinodal has the form 1, 2 or 3 in fig.

5.4, and if its singularity is to be described by the RT, it should

be mapped towards a onefold unstable fixed point. Initial

hamiltonians above the spinodal should be mapped towards.another,

fully stable fixed point, and the same applies to hamiltonians

the spinodal. Thus as many as three fixed points are necessary to
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describe this situation, whereas in actual calculation to my

knowledge this structure has never been found. However it should be

noted that in the transformations utilized in this thesis only a

slight modification of the mapping is necessary to manufacture these

fixed points. It turns out namely that for asymptotically large mag-

netic field the nearest neighbor coupling K. satisfies K! = K for

all values of K.. Hence if an infinitesimally small function k(K.) is

added to K!, every zero of k produces a distinct fixed point. This

suggests that more advanced approximation can have the fixed point

structure proposed above.

It is not rigorously ruled out that the spinodal singularity is

accidental, i.e. not associated to the relevant eigenvalue of some

fixed point. It seems however improbable that a unique solution of an

equation has singularities in no way reflected in this equation. To

close these speculations I remark that the metastable phase possibly

terminates not in a spinodal singularity but in an unphysical value

of the magnetization. The magnitude of the magnetization of an Ising

model can never exceed one, but this of course need not be the case

for a analytic continuation beyond the physical region.
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6. MULTICRITICAL PHENOMENA

fi

(6.0) Introduction.

In the field of critical phenomena the renormalization group as

a calculational method is a relative youngster among techniques as

temperature or density expansion or the like. In most cases especial-

ly concerning simple critical points as curie points and liquid gas

transitions it has to acknowledge its numerical superiors in high-

and low-temperature expansions. Its main contribution is to provide a

natural understanding of universality and scaling, and not so much

numerical accuracy. However to describe multicritical points, where

more than two ordered phases simultaneously make way for disorder

renormalization theory seems to have much weaker rivals. Series ex-

pansions have a tendency to converge slower and their asymptotic

behavior to set in later, than in the simpler case of two-phase

critical phenomena. Though the competition between more than two

types of ordering does impose stronger requirements on a

renormalization transformation as well, it seems to present no

fundamental difficulties. As a consequence the recent theoretical

data on multicritical exponents, come for a substantial percentage

from renormalization group theory. In this chapter I will present in

sec. 6.1 some RT calculations on what is called the tricritical be-

havior of an Ising antiferromagnet in a field. Some of these in-

vestigations have been published previously . In sec. 6.2 the compe-

tition of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ordering is studied

for an Ising system in which two interpenetrating sublattices tend to

order independently.
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(6.1) Tricritical behavior of antiferromagnetic models in

a field.

The aim of this section is to present some RT calculations on

the behavior of two types of antiferromagnets in a magnetic field.

First I will define the models under study in view of some symmetries

which relate them to the ferromagnet.

A striking property of the critical surface discussed in chapter

4 is its symmetry with respect to change of sign of K.. This can be

understood by considering the square lattice divided in two sub-

lattices as indicated in fig. 6.1. Define a transformation between

ising models by inversion of the spins of one of the sublattices

together with the sign of K , leaving K~ and K- invariant. This

transformation provides a one to one mapping of the spin configu-

rations of the antiferromagnet onto those of the ferromagnet with

conservation of the energy. Consequently the free energy of both

models must be identical. Nevertheless the behavior of the systems in

a magnetic field is entirely different. This is because under thi/s

o x o x

x o x o

o x o x

x o x o

Figure 6.1. The division in two sublattices indicated
by x and o respectively for the NNN-model.

transformation the energy of the antiferromagnet in a field is not

preserved unless the magnetic field is transformed into a staggered

field S, which differs in sign between the two sublattices but is

uniform in w.gnitude. The model with negative K. and positive next to

nearest neighbor interaction is often called the NNN-tnodel, though

the terminology is not uniform in the literature. The effect of a

magnetic field H on this model is as follows. The two antiferromag-

netic groundstates remain degenerate at finite field giving rise to a
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coexistence of the associated ordered phases at sufficiently low

temperature. However when the field is sufficiently strong the para-

magnetic phase (F) with all spins forced in the direction of the

field will eventually dominate the two antiferromagnetic (AF) phases.

According to mean field calculations (appendix E), this transition

can be first order depending on the strength of K_. The corresponding

phase diagram is sketched in fig. 6.2 in the parameter space of H, S

and the temperature T. At low T the two AF phases are mutually sepa-

rated by the vertical first order plane, and each of them is sepa-

rated from the F phase by the two wings. These three first order

sheets meet in a triple curve where all three phases coexist, and which

terminates in the so called tricritical point (TRI). At this point three

critical curves come together forming the boundaries of the three

first order sheets. In experiment the staggered field is usually not

accessible and the tricritical behavior is measured as the transition

curve suddenly changes from second to first order.

Though the NNN-model without field is thus exactly isomorphic

with the ferromagnet, no such rigorous statement can be made con-

cerning the model in finite field. Therefore it is interesting to

note that Fisher has proposed an antiferromagnetic model which

also in finite field can be mapped exactly onto the ferromagnet

without field. The existence of such model suggests that the magnetic

field does nothing serious to the antiferromagnetic transition. Hence ;

it has been conjectured in the so called smoothness hypothesis that 3

(i) the critical exponent of the specific heat is independent of the

field, (ii) the critical temperature is an analytic function of H, ]

and (iii) the coefficient of the singular term in the specific heat •:

is a smooth function of H. Note that this smoothness condition would

be automatically satisfied according to the analysis in sec. 2.2, if -]

the magnetic field is an irrelevant parameter at the critical fixed ~A

point of the antiferromagnet. '•]

A renormalization transformation to describe the models should j

preserve the groundstates involved. The sublattice transformation |

discussed in sec. 4.2 satisfies this restriction and will be utilized \

here. I shall refer to it as SCh, SJo and SCo for the chairman, joker «'

and compromose version respectively. Another transformation is eon- •
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Figure 6.2. The phase diagram of the NNN-model in the parameterspace
of temperature T, magnetic field H and staggered field S.
The solid curves are second order curves, the shaded
sheets indicate first order transition.

34)
strueted with cells of five spins as proposed by Van Leeuwen . The

cell structure is shown in fig. 6.3, which also indicates how peri-

odic boundary conditions are imposed on a four cell finite lattice.

The transformation will be referred to as vL5. Note that this ap-

proximation involves 20 spins as against 16 spins of the sublattice

transformation. As a consequence the transformation vL5 takes a

considerable amount more computer time than SJo, SCH and SCo.

The NNN-model is analysed with the four transformations

mentioned above in the parameter space of first and second neighbor

coupling K. and K_, four-spin interaction K_, magnetic field H * K,

and three-spin coupling K_. This parameter space is referred to as

symmetric subspace. In order to study the effect of the staggered

field S this is included together with the staggered second neighbor

interaction K_ and a staggered three-spin coupling K_. These ad-

ditional coupling constants have not been used in vL5.

The fixed point structure in the symmetric subspace turned out

to be the same for all four transformations and is sketched in fig.
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Figure 6.3. Division in cells as proposed by Van Leeuwen3*1. The solid
lines indicate the cells; the dashed lines show the
square which is periodically repeated. The spins are de-
noted by the number of the cell they belong to.

Figure 6.4. Fixed point structure of the NNN-model. The temperature
and field axes are broken to indicate that the fixed
points F and BT are at infinite values of H and T
respectively.
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6.4. in a ficticious H-T plane. At zero field the Neel point is

governed by the critical fixed point AF, while in finite field the

critical curve is attracted by a fixed point AFH. At the tricritical

point TRI the transition changes from second to first order, and

remains first order along the triple coexistence curve attracted by

the fixed point D3 at zero temperature. The antiferromagnetic part of

the phase diagram is attracted by the low-temperature fixed point LT,

and the paramagnetic region by the fixed point P at infinite field.

The high-temperature fixed point HT is attractive only for the

temperature axis above the Neel temperature. For any finite value of

H the mapping is towards P. An unexpected feature of this structure

is the fact that the critical transitions at zero field and at finite

field are governed by different fixed points AF and AFH respectively.

This in principle allows smoothness to be violated. However if the RT

satisfies a few conditions smoothness will be recovered. As there is

some confusion about this in the literature ' ,1 shall proceed to

discuss these conditions.

(i) To restore smoothness with respect to the exponent of the specific

heat it is necessary and sufficient that the thermal eigenvalue of AF

is equal to the relevant eigenvalue of AFH in the symmetric subspace.

(ii) The analyticity of the critical temperature can be recovered in

two ways: (1) the thermal scaling field ?„ of AF is identically zero ';

at the curve, or (2) the thermal exponent of AF is an even integer 1

multiple of the magnetic exponent and a specific relation is satisfied 1

between the coefficients of the expansion of H* and K! about the -•

fixed point AF. This is most clearly explained for a specific example: \

Let the transformation near AF be given by i

T 1 = XTx + aH
2 'J

nl . i a (6.1) '*
H ~ *H H ' 1

vi

where T is the difference of say K. and the value of K. at AF. The Js

scaling fields of this mapping are given by j

cT - T + -2-j H 2 j
XT~XH (6.2)
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The critical curve being a flowline is given by

with A • vT'yH# Tn^s *s only a n analytic expression if b * 0 (case

1) or A is an even integer (case 2). When in case 2 A - 2 the
i 2
I denominator *„. - *„ in eq. 6.2 is zero, and the correct expression
I' I n

| for cT is

f CT = x + cH
2 - « H 2 ln|H| , (6.4)

f; T AT
 ln ̂

|: for arbitrary c. This expression is only analytic if a « 0, which is

? for this simple example the coefficient relation meant above. If A is

| larger the non-analyticity is of higher order, and then this example

h is not adequate. Note that for A « 2, that is in case 2, £ T is not

\ unique and is most conveniently defined to be zero at the critical

['. curve.

[•. (iii) The coefficient of the singular term in the specific heat

I should be a smooth function of the field. For the square Ising model

\ it is known that the singularity is logarithmic, and therefore up to

a regular contribution

? , A
f = A?£ ln|?T| + ^ S(|?H|

 C/5T) . (6.5)

The first term is singular at the critical curve with a universal ex-

ponent and a smooth coefficient. The second term is regular in £_ at

?„ = 0 and does not give rise to an (unsmooth) additional singularity

at ? n ^ 0 if S(+ «>) and S(- «•) are finite.
n
The exponents of the relevant eigenvalues of AF, AFH and TRI are

listed in table 6.1 for each of the four transformations. The sub-

scripts refer to the direction of the associated eigenvectors: T and

H mean thermal and magnetic, S refers to the staggered field and A is

some mixed direction of staggered field and staggered second neighbor

and three-spin interaction. The eigenvalues at the fixed points AFH

and TRI differ only in the fourth decimal place among the sublattice

transformations. The exact values of the exponents as far as they are
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Table 6.1. Exponents of relevant eigenvalues

fixed point

AF

AFH

TRI

exponent

yS
yT

yH

ys
yT
yA

ys
yH
yT

yA

vL5

-

.72

.45

-

1.09

—

-

1.85

.65

—

SCh

1.59

.79

.38

1.84

1.09

.39

1.92

1.72

.53

.84

SJo

1.59

.79

.38

1.84

1.09

.39

1.92

1.72

.53

.84

SCo

1.61

.82

.36

1.84

1.09

.38

1.92

1.72

.53

.84

exact

1.875

1.

.5

1.875

1.

known at present, are shown in the last column. The singularity as-

sociated with the staggered field is assumed to obey the smoothness

hypothesis, which implies the exact value y_ * 1.875 at AFH.

Furthermore the magnetic exponent at AF seems to be consistent with

the conjecture y = 2yD made in a previous publication , and
l it

tentatively assumed in table 6.1. A stronger evidence for this con-

jecture has been obtained by Nightingale . It is not clear whether

it has any physical significance that yu > 0. It might be that the

smoothness hypothesis for the critical temperature is not exact but

should be modified with logarithmic corrections as indicated by eq.

6.5.

Though each of the four RT's exhibited the same flow pattern,

the transformations SCh and SJo had the unpleasant property that the

fixed points AFH and TRI are found at infinite values of the coupling

constants K. and H, separated by a finite distance.

In the subspace of interaction parameters K. ,K« and H the

critical surface governed by AFH and the surface of coexistence which

is attracted by D3 have been calculated by means of the transformation

vL5. In fig. 6.5 the surfaces are shown by means of a set of contour-
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Figure 6.5. Critical surface for the NNN-model in the parameter space
of Ki, K2 and H. The dashed and dash-dotted curves repre-
sent the projection of the tricritical curve on the Ki~K2
plane as calculated by means of vL5 and SCo respectively.
The solid lines show lines of constant H on the critical
surface. Above the tricritical curve this surface extends
in a first order coexistence surface.

lines with constant H in the K.-K_ plane. The dashed line is the pro-

jection of the tricritical curve and the dash-dotted line is the same

calculated with SCo. This tricritical curve appears to be almost

straight and only bends up to meet the K« axis with a vertical slope.

The result of mean-field theory (appendix E) for this curve is

somewhat similar, but for large negative K the critical behavior is

different.

The magnetization M I have calculated as a function of Kj > 0

for K2'
Ki * ~ ' a n d s e v e r a l f«ed values of H. The result is in fig.

6.6 indicated by solid lines. The zero field Neel point is located at

K - - 0.157 and H - 0 and the tricritical point at K, - - 0.465
lc c it

and H * 1.84. For H > H the magnetization exhibits a discontinuity

indicated by the two dashed curves, while for H < H t M is continuous
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4
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Figure 6.6. Magnetization M as a function of Kj < 0 for fixed values
of H indicated in the figure, and Kj/K2 • - 1. The
dashed lines represent the second order transition for
Kx > - 0.157 and the discontinuity for Kx < - 0.157.

but the susceptibility x diverges along the dashed critical curve. To

illustrate the cross-over behavior In x is plotted in fig. 6.7 versus

the logarithm of the distance to the critical surface |K -K (H)j for

fixed magnetic field H = 1.80 just below its tricritical value H =

1.84. An effective critical exponent can be defined as

d ln(x)/d ln|K.—K (H)|, and clearly exhibits a cross-over from its

critical value close to the critical curve to the tricritical ex-

ponent further away. Finally also the scaling function for the sus-

ceptibility has been calculated as a function of a scaling variable

which I will define below to replace the traditional scaling variable

x = C TU H1
 t with A = yH/yT« The critical curve near the tri-

critical point will be given by

(6.6)

where x is a constant. There is no way to find out where £„ vanishes

near a tricritical point which is not very close to the fixed point
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-2O -18

Figure 6.7. Cross-over behavior of the susceptibility x> The logarithm
of x is plotted versus ln|Ki-KC(H) | as the critical
curve Kj » KC(H) is approached with Kj ̂  KC(H) re-
spectively. The magnetic field H = 1.8 just below its
tricritical value Ht = 1.84 and the ratio K2/K1 = — 1.

TRI. Therefore a new scaling field n is introduced

(6.7)

which vanishes at the critical curve. It is easily verified that T)

has the same scaling property as £„, but is not analytic at the tri-

critical point. A new scaling variable y is defined by

-I/A A -I/A
y = £T|n|

 C = x|l -(x/xc)
 C| C , (6.8) 1

and the scaling form

-v*
(6.9)
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where y. = d/yo - 2, follows from the scaling form in 5 and x- To be
t ti **

precise this same analysis should be repeated at the other side of

the tricritical point near the first order transition. Thus n is defined

separately for ?T < 0 and ?T > 0. The scaling variable y will then be

a non-analytic but smooth function of the coupling constants at y = 0.

The numerical result is shown in fig. 6.8 where the scaling function

u is plotted versus y on both sides of the critical and coexistence

curve. At large values of y the scaling function approaches a power

law behavior such that x results in the proper singularity at the

critical and the coexistence curve.

Another similar model with some sort of antiferromagnetic

ordering is called the metamagnet. The nearest neighbor coupling is

negative "horizontally" and positive "vertically". The spins tend to

line up in columns, and the groundstate in the absence of a field is

shown in fig. 6.9c. If the horizontal and vertical nearest neighbor

coupling are equal in magnitude, the model can be mapped exactly onto

the square ferromagnet by inversion of every other column of spin

.01 -

12

Figure. 6.8. Cross-over scaling function for the susceptibility x a s

a function of the scaling variable y, eq. 6.8, for
temperature above and below the transition temperature TC(H).
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simultaneously with a change of sign of K_ and the horizontal nearest

neighbor coupling. A similar mapping to the antiferromagnet is con-

structed by inversion of every other row of spins and the vertical

nearest neighbor interaction. As a consequence the zero field free

energy of such metamagnet is identical to that of the ferromagnet. In

a magnetic field a behavior similar to that of the NNN-model might be

expected.

The metamagnet has been studied with the sublattice transfor-

mation. For this purpose the symmetric subspace has been extended

with anti-isotropic nearest neighbor coupling K,. The horizontal

interaction is given by K.-K, and the vertical by K.+K,. The exact

isomorphy in zero field with the antiferromagnet is reflected in a

fixed point almost identical to AF (table 6.1) with only K. replaced

by K, and K_ inversed. However when this parameter space is extended
o z

with magnetic field no tricritical fixed point is found. At first

this seems puzzling as the metamagnet appears very much like the NNN-

model. Nevertheless this result can be understood intuitively by an

argument which also explains the shape of the tricritical curve in

fig. 6.5, as I will proceed to show.

- + - +

+ - + -

— + — +

+ - + -

a.

+ + + +

+ + + +

+ + + +

+ + + +

b.

— + -

— + -

— + —

c.

Figure 6.9. Groundstates of the NNN-model (a&b) and of the metamagnet
(b&c).

In fig. 6.9 groundstates of the NNN-model are indicated by the

spin configuration of a finite square of the lattice. Consider the AF

groundstate (a) at low temperature in a field almost strong enough to

let the paramagnetic state (b) take over. The sublattice with spin down

(-) will then be somewhat undecided whether to turn over or not. This

sublattice can be considered as a square Ising system with nearest
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neighbor coupling K2 in an effective field H + 4K.. For such a system

it is known that the magnetization will exhibit a discontinuity as a

function of H + 4K- only if K_ exceeds the critical value. Thus this

argument predicts a tricritical curve at K_ « .4407 and H + 4K • 0,

which according to fig. 6.5 is not far from the truth.

Applying this discussion to the metamagnet I observe that the

down sublattice (fig. 6.9c) consists of independent columns of spins

with nearest neighbor coupling K.+K, and an effective field

H + 2K. +4K ~2K,. As the columns are one-dimensional there will be no

spontaneous ordering and consequently no tricritical transition. If

however a positive third neighbor coupling were added it would couple

the column to form a two-dimensional array, and then this argument

would predict a tricritical transition.

In this section RT calculations have been carried out to study

possible tricritical behavior of two antiferromagnetic models in a

field: the NNN-model and the tnetamagnet. A tricritical transition is

predicted exclusively for the NNN-model if no third neighbor coupling

is taken in account. A fixed point structure has been found which

singles out the zero-field critical point. Smoothness is not neces-

sarily violated, but may be modified with logarithmic corrections.
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(6.2) Competition between ferromagnetic and antiferromag-

netic ordering.

In this section a square Ising model will be studied consisting

of two sublattices, of which the pair coupling can be varied inde-

pendently. When there is no interaction between the sublattices the

system may have two transition temperatures which tend to merge or

separate under the influence of a coupling between the sublattices. The

system may be regarded as a crude model of the mixture of two magnetic

compounds, mis is especially interesting when one of the sublattices

tends to order ferromagnetically and the other atitiferromagnetically.

The model pictured in fig. 6.10 has nearest neighbor coupling K.,

the usual second neighbor coupling K_, spatially homogeneous, and a

staggering second neighbor interaction K, which differs in sign

between the two sublattices. Note that the second neighbor coupling in-

Figure 6.10. The solid lines indicate
nearest neighbor inter-
action Kj, the dashed
and dotted lines the
second neighbor inter-
action K2+Kij and I^-K^
respectively. X

X
X
X

X
f V

X,k
volves spins of the same sublattice; on one sublattice it has

strength K-+K,, on the other K -K,. Between the sublattices there is

only the nearest neighbor coupling K., and as before the four-spin

interaction K_. The sublattice transformation SJo used in the

previous section preserves all possible groundstates of this model,

and will be utilized here to investigate its critical properties in

the parameter space of K., K~ and K,. It is worthwhile to note that

the model is symnetric under change of sign of K, and also of R ;

this symmetry is exactly preserved by SJo.
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When Kj « 0 the lattice breaks up in the two independent sub-

lattices and the RT likewise factorizes in a product of two identical :

transformations Ki+Kj * R(K_+K.) and K'-K! - R(K_-K,). As many as 17

critical fixed points are located in this subspace, and at some of

them K. is an irrelevant parameter, by which they extend their influ-

ence out of the K2~ KA plane. Since the exact properties of the

lattice for K » 0 follow trivially from the exact solution of the

square Ising model, some precise knowledge can be obtained for these

fixed points and theiv relevant eigenvalues. This brings me to the

basic strategy of this section: I rely upon the approximate RT to

find the locus of the phase transition, for which it has been proven

fairly accurate (see sec. 4.3). Conclusions about the critical ex-

ponents of the various transitions are drawn from other sources, as

the exact solution and the smoothness conjecture.

In the parameter space of K(, K. and K, the RT predicts a first

order coexistence surface at K - 0 shown in fig. 6.11a, and three

intersecting critical surfaces indicated in fig. 6.31b-d by their

intersection vith the K^-K, plane. I will proceed to discuss them in

more detail in view of the critical fixed points and their relevant s

eigenvalues listed in table 6.2. The symbol K denotes the critical j

value of the coupling constant for a nearest neighbor square Ising model L

exactly given by K » ln(l + /2) * .44069 and in this approximation

K « .425. The numbers in brackets [ ] refer to the number of the
c

fixed points in table 6.2. Relevant eigenvalues are indicated by their

exponent y with a subscript T for thermal, T* for a non-thermal

direction in the Ko~^i plane and NN the direction of K.. The inter-

action parameters K. not listed in table 6.2 are zero at the various

fixed points.

The first order plane at K. « 0 is governed by a fixed point

[1] at K2 • «>, K = K_ » K, * C\ and bounded by two critical lines at

K- - )K.| *= K . Along these boundaries one of the sublattices is

ferromagnetically (FM) ordered, and its spontaneous Magnetization

couples via K. to the other sublattice which is critical. Therefore

K. plays the role of a field and hence follows the exact value of the

exponent y_, at the fixed point [2] which governs one of the bounda-

ries. Of the critical surface indicated in fig. 6.11b the part
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Table 6.2. Fixed points and relevant exponents. Only non-zero coupling
constants Kj are shown. K+ denotes

fixed
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

A

4

A1

$

K +

K2

K2

point
X OD

s oo

- .425

= ±.231

-= .087

- .016

as — oo

= .425

= ,425

= .213

= .213

exponent

yNN *

yT -

yNN *

yT *
1

yT -

yT -

yTt *

yNN *

y T *

yNN "

2

.753

1.84

.792

.753

.753

.753

1.68

.753

.427

exact
2

I

1.875

1

1

1

1

1.75

1

1

fixed
[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

11]

X
K

K ;

+

K2

point
- ±.387

- -.468

X OO

- -.128

- -.213

* -.213

- -.425

X OD

- - .425

- - .425

exponent

yT -

y T •
i

y T *
T

y T *
i

y i *
T

V 3*
f i n

y T =
i

y =
-

• .734

.753

.753

.753

.753

-.138

.753

.753

exact
1

1

1

1

1

.375

1

1

between the other critical surfaces denoted by the dashed lines, is

attracted by the FM and antiferromagnetic (AF) fixed points [3] for

Kj > 0 and Kj < 0 respectively. The sheets for Kj > 0 and Kj < 0 join

smoothly at the K--K, plane except at the intersection with the K»

axis which is a singular point of the surface. The two external wings

of the surface are attracted by fixed points at K2
±KA * ~ ** a n d

K_+K. « K [4] . The complete surface is shown in fig. 6.12 for

|K | < 2 and [K,| < 2. The curves drawn at the surface indicate the

intersections with the other critical sheets. This RT by itself pre-
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Figure 6.11. Transitions in the
ii

^ plane. The second order tran-
sitions are indicated by dashed lines. The shaded region
in figure a is a first order plane bounded by two criti-
cal lines indicated by solid lines. In figures b, c and
d the solid curves are drawn to emphasize the inter-
section with one of the critical surface.
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Figure 6.12. Critical surface which intersects the K2-Ki, plane in the
curve in fig. 6.11b. The curves drawn on the surface
represent the intersections with the other critical
surfaces (see fig. 6.13).

diets the surface to include two universality classes with respect to

the specific heat exponent, determined by the thermal eigenvalue of

[3l and [4j respectively. However both at [3j and [4] the exact thermal

eigenvalue is 1 and the specific heat will diverge logarithmically

throughout this surface. This even applies to the intersection with

the Kj-K, plane which for positive K_ is attracted by other fixed
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y

% • -

\ _

points [5,6].

The surfaces indicated in fig. 6.11c and d are reflections one

of the other under inversion of K,, i.e. interchange of the sub-

lattices. I will discuss only the one in d, and observe that it con-

sists of three parts separated by intersections with tlie other criti-

cal surfaces. The upper part is attracted by two fixed points [7] with

opposite K. component. At these fixed points one of the sublattices

is FM ordered and acts via K. as a magnetic field on the other sub-

lattice which is AF critical. The fixed points can be viewed as

specimens of the AFH type discussed in the previous section. Ac-

cording to the smoothness hypothesis the thermal exponent should be

equal to 1. The middle and lower parts of the surface are attracted

by fixed points [8,9] in the K~-K, plane which describe the situation

that one of the sublattices is critical, and the other is either

disordered [8] or frozen in an AF groundstate [9], respectively.

Again the thermal eigenvalue is determined by the fact that the

critical sublattice is a simple square Ising model with exponent

yT = 1. The surface is shown in fig. 6.13 for |K.| < 2 and

|K4| < 2 .

In conclusion of this discussion I observe that the method pre-

dicts all transitions occurring in this parameter space to be Ising-

like with a universal specific heat exponent. However an exception

should be made concerning the intersections between the critical

surfaces. The surfaces in fig. 6.12 and 6.13 intersect at a curve

which is attracted by the fixed point [10]. At this fixed point both

sublattices are critical one is FM and the other one is AF. The

magnetic exponents of the FM is therefore yH] « 1.875 and of the AF

sublattice it is expected to be yuo * .5 according to a conjecture
34)

mentioned in the previous section. It has been shown by Van Leeuwen

that the exponent y ^ • d - y . - y _ which yields y ^ * .375. Conse-

quently the fixed point [10] should be unstable in the K. direction

and the intersection should be controlled by another fixed point

which has not been found in this RT and may well have a thermal

eigenvalue unequal to 1. The surface in fig. 6.13 and its reflection

intersect in a curve governed by [ll], according to this RT. However
53)

some evidence has been obtained recently by Nightingale that this
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Figure 6.13. Critical surface which intersects the ^-Kij plane as
indicated in fig. 6.lid. The curves on the surface re-
presents the intersections with the reflection of this
sheet under K^ -> - K^ and with the surface in fig. 6.12.

curve should not as a whole map towards this single fixed point but

onto an extended portion of the Baxter curve. As a consequence the

specific heat exponent is expected to vary along the intersection in

contrast with the result of this RT.

In fig. 6.14 the intersection of the critical surfaces with the

plane K_ = 0 is shown. The two sublattices tend to order FM and AF

respectively and have the same critical temperature if K. = 0, while
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Figure6.14. Phase diagram in the Kj-Kjj plane.

Figure 6.15. Phase diagram for Ki, » 3K2. The shaded region represents
a phase in which one of the sublattices is AF ordered
and the other is disordered.
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for K. f 0 the transition temperature bifurcates. In this phase dia-

gram five phases can be distinguished: a disordered phase inside the

closed curve, a FM and a AF ordered phase for large K. positive and

negative respectively, and two phases for large K, where one of the

sublattices is FH and the other is AF. The agreement with a mean

field result (appendix E) is remarkably good. In fig. 6.15 the criti-

cal surface is intersected with a plane K, - 3K_ the same phases as

in fig. 6.14 are exhibited with in addition a phase in which one of

the sublattices is AF ordered, and the other one is disordered. This

additional phase is shaded in fig. 6.15.

In the F"-bspace K_ « K, the model is exactly soluble and has the

interesting property that in a very limited region of the ratio of K.

and K_ it has three transition temperatures. This is most clearly
2 2 —i

seen when the critical temperature T (a) » (K.+4K-) 3 is plotted

2
.JL
A

JL
4

JL
2

Figure 6.16. Critical temperature Tc(a) * (Kf+K£)"* as a function of
o « arctg(K+/K ) for a model with K2-Kij • 0, K2+Ki» * K+.
The curve indicates the exact values obtained by Vaks et
al.5lf, and the dots the RT results.
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versus a » arctan(2K_/K.). Note that 2K_ is the second neighbor

coupling on one of the sublattices. In fig. 6.16 the result is shown
541

together with the exact solution of Vafcs et al. , who first noted

the three transition temperatures. It appears that in the ferro-

magnetic region the accuracy of the RT result is poor. In the space

of interaction parameters the deviation between the exact value and

the RT result is roughly constant, but since the temperature is

inversely proportional to the coupling constants, the error in the

temperature T is quadratically proportional to T . In spite of the

lack in accuracy in the FH region, both the exact and the approxi-

mate model exhibit the same anomalous triple transitions.

In this section a sublattice RT is utilized to study the compe-

tition between AF and FH types of ordering. The transitions are pre-

dicted to be almost universally Ising-like. In a subspace an exact

solution is known which confirms the universality class and some

anomalous behavior of the critical temperature. The accuracy in this

subspace is reasonable except in the pure ferromagnetic regime where

the critical temperature is high.

i
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Appendix A

PERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

In this appendix a list of advantages of periodic boundaries is

given. These form the reasons why periodic boundary conditions are

favored over free or forced boundaries throughout in this thesis. The

advantages are only valid for finite lattice approximations, some of

them do not apply to the related approximation the truncated cluster ex-

pansion, as in this expansion some of the artefacts of the finite

lattice are accounted for in another way.

The advantages are the following:

(i) Periodic boundary conditions remove the distinction between

boundary and interior spins, thus enhancing the degeneracy of spin

states. This greatly reduces the computer time needed to carry out

the transformation as well as the memory to list the J's (sec. 3.2).

This may not seem a dramatic effect, but for instance for a sublattice

transformation n « 2 and m * ] (see sec. 4.2) with eight interaction

parameters the time as well as the memory reduces by a factor over four.

(ii) In the cell spin lattice the distinction between bonds on

the boundary and in the interior is removed. Otherwise some addition-

al prescription would be necessary to define a unique K'. In the case

of only four cell spins, all being on the boundary, this does not seem

to matter, but for example in the transformation utilized in sec. 3.2,

as a consequence of the chairman construction K" and K' would be

anisotropic with free boundaries. Periodic boundary conditions re-

store the slightly broken symmetry, so that all four K! bonds and

both the K' bonds are equivalent.

(iii) It turns out that the free energy calculated with a RT with

periodic boundary conditions is exact in several orders in the low

temperature series. For instance in the nearest neighbor system the

free energy is exact up to and including the third order, that is

exp(-12K.), while in an analogous calculation with free boundaries

even the zeroth order that is the term linear in K. is wrong. This

can be seen as follows: The scaling equation for the finite lattice

f,6(K) g(K) (A.I)
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is exact in contrast to the same equation for the infinite lattice:

00 * g(K) + J f (K') , (A. 2)

when K' and g are defined by the present RT. The subscript on f

denote the number of spins. The terms in the series linear in K is

determined by the energy of the groundstate, which is exact for finite

lattices only with periodic boundary conditions. From eq. A.1 it

follows that the equivalent order in g is compatible with f., and f,

being correct, and consequently with a correct solution of eq. A.2. I

leave it to the reader to verify that f., is exact up to and including

exp(-12K.) and that the lowest non-zero order apart from the term

linear in K. of f, is proportional to exp(-8Kj). Numerically it turns

out that for transformations with £ - 4 in two dimensions, Kj =* 2K.

for large K., the existence of this eigenvalue being explained below.

Therefore in lowest order in e-K the contribution of f.(K') is

~exp(-16K.). Hence according to eq. A.I the function g contains the

correct terms proportional to exp(-8K.) and exp(-12K.) of f., and

consequently of f^, and it follows that eq. A.2 is consistent with a

solution correct up to third order in exp(-4K).

(iv) In the sublattice transformation discussed in sec. 4.2 the

spatial homogeneity is disturbed. On a 1-dimensional example with

nearest neighbor coupling I will show that in the lowest approxi-

mation m • 1 this homogeneity is restored only if periodic boundary

conditions are used.

a. spin lattice . . . 2 3 | 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 | l 2 3 . . .

b. cellspin lattice ...4 1 2 3 4 I...

Figure A.1

In fig. A.1 line a some spins on a one-dimensional lattice are

indicated by the number of the cell they belong to. One cluster of two

cells is separated by two vertical lines. The second row (b) represents

the cellspins drawn right below the centre of each cell. In the ap-

4

i

:-"/f
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proximation m = 1 with free boundaries I need to take only one

cluster in account, and observe that the spins of each cell are con-

nected with the spins of the neighboring cell by means of a total

number of two bonds. For instance (see fig. A.]) two nearest

neighbor bonds 2-3 contribute to the effective coupling between cell

spins 2 and 3. Besides cell 1 is connected to cell 4 by one bond. The

strength of the effective coupling Kj between cell spins I and 2 will

be different from the one between 2 and 3. Moreover there is a fairly

strong coupling between cell spin 1 and 4. If this interpreted as a

third neighbor coupling it is unreasonably strong. However it can be

interpreted as a nearest neighbor coupling as a logical consequence

of the fact that it is caused by the nearest neighbor bond between

spins in the cells ] and 4. This means the lattice starts to connect

its loose ends, and grows some sort of periodic boundary condition.

Then it is only consistent to start with periodic boundary conditions

in the spin lattice and connect the extreme right and left spin. This

immediately restores the spatial homogeneity since the lattice is

translationally invari ant.

(v) In sec. 5.1 it is shown that a RT which leaves two

groundstates invariant will have an eigenvalue SL necessary to

describe first order phase transition between the phases associated

with the groundstates. In this derivation it is explicitly used that

the energy of the groundst.ates is exactly proportional to the number

of spin N (eq. 5.4). This is only valid when periodic boundary

conditions are imposed. Only then every spin has a number nearest

neighbor second neighbors etc. equal to that in the infinite lattice.
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Appendix B

ACCURACY AND VARIATIONAL APPROACH

The numerical accuracy of the various RT's utilized in this the-

sis ranges from quite reasonable to rather poor. I have attempted by

variation of the cell spin definition to improve the accuracy. This

has been carried out for the conventional transformation introduced

in chapter 3 and for the sublattice transformations with n«2 and with
2

n =2 both in the approximation m*l (the definition of n and m can be

found in sec. 4.2). In these transformations the cell consists of

four spins, say s,, s_, s_ and s,. Two variational parameters p and

q are used such that the weight function is given by (see eq. 2.6)

w = | (Sj + s 2 + s 3 + s4) (p + q Sj s 2 s 3 s4) (B.I)

To give an idea of the value of p and q, in the compromise weight

function is p - Ij and q * — j .

It would be desirable to optimize the values of p and q without

using a priori knowledge of the system in concern, and thus to pre-
12)

serve the predictive power of the RT. Kadanoff and Houghton have

introduced a method in which they calculate the magnetic exponent in

two ways from the same RT. The transformation is then optimized by

setting a parameter such that the two results are identical, or most

nearly equal. This method can be applied to the RT with n = 1 . It

turns out unfortunately that for no values of the parameters the two

results for the magnetic eigenvalue are equal. The difference how-

ever is never larger than 1% which indicates internal consistency of

the RT.

Another method is based upon the philosophy that if the RT could

be evaluated exactly, i.e. for the infinite lattice, the results for

physical quantities should not depend on p and q. Therefore it can be

argued that if some physical quantity is stationary in p and q, this

is a sign that the approximation is not too bad. Of course there are

some implicit assumptions in this statement, but nevertheless it can

be tried. I have searched for values of p and q such that the free

energy in the fixed point is stationary, and found that there are no
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Ji? '

such values.
If the RT is evaluated in the infinite lattice, it is expected

that the fixed point hamiltonian contains besides first and second

neighbor interaction also some pair coupling over longer distances

and many body interaction as well. The strength of these couplings

probably decreases rapidly with the range and the number of spins in-

volved, since hamiltonians with long range interactions do not belong

to the same universality class as short range systems. The precise

rate of this decrease may depend on p and q. The finite lattice ap-

proximation consists, among other things, in a truncation of the ha-

miltonian to very few interactions. This approximation will be better

when the long range and many body interactions were very weak to be-

gin with. Therefore I have calculated the values of p and q for which

the four-spin interaction in the fixed point is zero, as well as

those for which the four-spin coupling in the thermal scaling field,

and the three-spin interaction in the magnetic scaling field vanish.

Thus I obtained three curves in the p-q plane. They turned out to be

roughly parallel both for the n - 1 and the n - 2 transformation, and

so the information of the three curves is not complementary.

After these attempts I have in a less ambitious calculation de-

termined p and q such that the magnetic and the thermal exponents yu

and y_ are exact and computed with these values of the parameters the

RT predictions on various critical properties of the nearest neighbor

square Ising model. The results are listed in table B.I for the three
2

transformations with n»l m « 2 , n-2 m«l and n »2 m» 1 respec-

tively. The values from the compromise version are shown for compari-

son. In the first column the data from the exact solution ' ' or
28 29 36)

from temperature or field expansions * * are given. It turns out

that the predictive power of this approach is quite good, even though

the critical exponents are given. For the conventional transformation

with n « 1 and the sublattice transformation with n - 2 all the data

are much improved when compared with the compromise version. Typical

errors are 1 promille for the free energy, 2 percent for data invol-

ing its first derivatives and 5 percent for the second derivatives.

This should be compared with 2 promille, 10 percent and 20 percent

respectively for the compromise version. Only the amplitude of the
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Table B.I. Critical quantities of the square Ising Model computed
from three RT's. The various quantities are represented
by a symbol in the first coition, explained below. The
second column gives their exact value or an estimate from
temperature or field expansions. For each of the transfor-
mations n*l «"2, n»2 m-1 and n2«2 m«l two consecutive co-
lumns show the results of the compromise version (p"lj,
q«-|) and of the version in which p and q are adjusted to
reproduce the exact exponents y T and y H. KQ is the inverse
critical temperature; fc and E c are the free energy and
internal energy at Kj-Kc- Let T be the reduced temperature
T H - K J / K C , then the remaining quantities are defined by the
critical behavior of the specific heat: c~co+Cgln|x|, the
spontaneous magnetization: M»a^|x|^, the zero-field sus-
ceptibility x~allt|~Y and the isotherm magnetization:

p

q

yT

yH

K
c

c

E
c

C*

co

ao

4

bo

1

1

1

*

.875

.4407

.9297

.4142

-.4945

-

1

1

.3063

.2224

.9626

.0255

.0590

n - I,

compr.

1

1

1

-

-

1

1

.5

-.5

.9292

.8219

.4182

.9285

.4945

.6975

.50

.3777

.8076

.0465

.1144

m - 2

adj.

1.2920

-.2687

1.

1.875

.4386

.9294

1.4299

-.4786

-.346

1.2176

.9973

.0209

1.0469

n - 2,

compr.

1.5

-.5

.8177

1.6095

.3568

.9270

1.5442

-1.40

-

2.1429

.7573

.2642

1.4312

m » 1

adj.

1.1513

-.1156

1.

1.875

.4374

.9290

1.4367

-.4686

-.366

1.2086

1.0082

.0186

1.0356

n 2 « 2 ,

compr.

1.5

-.5

• 7534

1.8387

.4250

.9297

1.4945

-.6482

-

1.4529

.6840

.0286

1.0929

1

-

1

1

1

-

-

1

1

1

m * 1

adj.

.4135

.4029

•

.875

.4492

.9444

.3782

.2614

.0639

.2641

.7526

.015

.0621
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zero-field susceptibility on the low temperature side is still some

20 percent off, but the improvement is still impressive. The sublat-
2

tice transformation n * 2 is less accurate especially for the speci-

fic heat and the susceptibility.

In this appendix I have reported how several variational approa-

ches to the renormalization group seem to fail in the finite lattice

approximation. Nonetheless when some a priori knowledge on the expo-

nents serves to adjust two free parameters in the weight function,

the RT predictions on critical amplitudes and the value of thermody-

namic functions in the critical point improve very much. This encou-

rages the belief that the renormalization group is essentially ade-

quate to precisely describe the Ising model.
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Appendix C

SYMMETRY BREAKING EFFECT OF SUBLATTICE TRANSFORMATIONS

In this Appendix I present a calculation with a sublattice RT

(n f 1, and of the compromise type), which is sufficiently simple to

be carried out for m ^ 1. Already this RT, which fits into a slightly

generalized version of the class of transformations presented in sec.

3.2 shows the symmetry breaking phenomenon discussed there. Since in

the present case I have results for two different values of m,

comparisons of numerical accuracy can also be made.

The construction of sublattice transformations in sec. 3.2 can

be generalized to cells which are not parallel to the normal axes of

the lattice. In particular, the cells can be rotated over 45 with

respect to the axes. Fig. C.l shows the simplest example of such
2

cells. With reference to fig. 4.3, where n cells are entangled in

one cluster, the generalized version illustrated in fig. C.I corre-
2

sponds to n - 2. The resulting RT leaves the FM and AF but not the

LAF groundstates invariant.

The simplest finite lattice approximation for this RT with only

2 cells (m = 1) is identical to the RT discussed in sec. 3.2, if the

latter is applied in the subspace of second neighbor coupling and

magnetic field. In this subspace the lattice decouples into two inde-

pendent lattices of 8 spins each, and the RT factorizes correspondingly.

Figure C.1. Cell construction for n2 * 2. The spins denoted by I form
one cell, those denoted by 2 another. The figure can be
repeated periodically as indicated by the solid lines.
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The next approximation again involves a 4 x 4 lattice with peri-

odic boundary conditions, as shown in figure C.2. In the terminology
2 2

of sec. 3.2 this transformation corresponds to n « 2, m * 2. In this
2

m » 2 approximation the RT generates one asymmetry, namely that

between horizontal and vertical nearest neighbor couplings. When such

an asymmetry is present in the initial Hamiltonian, two different

versions of the RT can be constructed. They are, however, closely

relatad. Denoting by M. the transformation corresponding to fig. C.2,

the alternative is given by M2 = HjC, where the operator C reverses

the sign of the anti—isotropic part of the coupling. The cell con-

struction corresponding to M» is that of fig. C.2 after rotation over

90°.

The numerical values of the fixed points and relevant eigen-

values are given in Table C.3. (In addition to the fixed points

listed, the transformation also has a fixed point of the Baxter type.)

The meaning of the couplings K_ to K_ is the same as previously,

Figure C.2. Cells in a m2 * 2 approximation of the n2 = 2 RT. The
spins belonging to the same cell are connected with solid
lines and denoted by the number of the cell. The lattice
consists of the 16 spins within the dashed lines and
periodic boundary conditions are used. It is evident from
the figure that an anisotropy between horizontal and
vertical couplings will be generated.
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whereas K stands for the isotropic and K, the anti-isotropic part of

the nearest neighbor coupling. As one should expect, the fixed points

outside the K. = 0 subspace are anisotropic, and those of the M.

transformation more so. (In a chairman variety, the anisotropy and

the differences between M. and M- are larger.) However, an isotropic

Hamiltonian will, by repeated transformations, be mapped onto one of

these fixed points. This indicates that the isotropic and anisotropic

models belong to the same universality class, in agreement with exact

results on the square Ising model.

I It is interesting to note that both the transformations M. and

r\ M, give finite values for the fixed point couplings and similar

t" accuracy in the eigenvalues. The eigenvalues of M. do not exactly

\ coincide with those of M_, however.

r Clearly, firm conclusions on the convergence with increasing m

[ of the eigenvalues to the exact ones cannot be drawn on the basis of

:' the present limited evidence. The thermal eigenvalue shows a definite
!"• 2

] improvement from m = 1 to m = 2 . On the other hand, the magnetic

| eigenvalue which improves at AF, deteriorates at FM. This is most

I likely a reflection of the (accidental) fact that the magnetic
i

I eigenvalue at FM in the m = 1 approximation is unreasonably good

(compare the n = 2, m = 1 case of Table 1), only 2% off its exact

value.

's
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Table C.I. The fixed points FH, AF and AFH and the exponents of their
relevant eigenvalues for the n2 * B 2 - 2 RT in the compro-
mise version. The corresponding values for n * I are in-
cluded to show the effect of increasing m. The transfor-
mation was carried out in a six-diaensional parameter
space. Here Ki stands for the isotropic and Kg for the
anti-isotropic part of the nearest neighbor coupling. The
remaining quantities are defined in sec. 5.2 and 6.1.

Fixed points

Type

FM

•S

Exponents of the relevant
eigenvalues

Non-zero couplings
1 Mjm Type 1 Mi H2 Exact

0.425 0.277 0.279 yT 0.75 0.88 0.88 1

0.067 0.073 yu 1.83 1.71 1.72 1.875
n

0.012 0.014

0.056 0.031

AF -0.425 -0.277

0.067

0.012

-0.056

-0.279 yT 0.75 0.88 0.88 1

0.073 yH 0.02 0.20 0.19 0.5

0.014

-0.031

AFH

K-2

-0.597 -0.576 -0.558 yT 0.73 0.95 0.96 1

0.125 0.108

-0.001 0.004

1.547 1.930 1.824

-0.007 -0.000

-0.122 -0.057
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Appendix O

LOW TEMPERATURE SERIES OF THE FREE ENERGY

In this appendix I give the first ten coefficients of the series

expansion of the free energy eq. 5.30. The symbol Q stands for

Q+(H) - (9 + 24 cosh(2H) + 6 cosh(4H))*.

exp(-2H)

F3 - 2 exp(-4H)

F4 - 3/4 exp(-12H) + 3 exp(-lOH) + 27/8 exp(-8H) + 6 exp(-6H)

- 5/2 exp(-4H)

F5 - 4 exp(-8H) - 16 exp(-6H)

Ffi - 3/2 exp(-20H) Q+ + 6 exp(-18H) Q+ + 9/2 exp(-16H) Q+ - 6 exp(-14H)

+ 6 exp(-14H) Q+ - 24 exp(-12H) + 3/2 exp(-12H) Q+ - 26 exp(-lOH)

- 64 exp(-8H) + 31/3 exp(-6H)

F? - - 12 exp(-16H) + 12 exp(-16H) Q+ - 48 exp(-14H) - 54 exp(-12H)

- 128 exp(-lOH) + 104 exp(-8H)

Fg - 27/16 exp(-56H) + 27/2 exp(-54H) + 297/8 exp(-52H) + 54 exp(-50H)

+ 1296/16 exp(-48H) + 108 exp(-46H) + 1485/8 exp(-44H)

+ 459/2 exp(-42H) + 9585/32 exp(-40H) + 1107/4 exp(-38H)

+ 5049/16 exp(-36H) + 297 exp(-34H) + 11097/32 exp(-32H)

+ 351 exp(-30H) + 7425/16 exp(-28H) + 1971/4 exp(-26H)

+ 18639/32 exp(-24H) + 387 exp(-22H) - 21 exp(-22H) Q+

+ 333/2 exp(-20H) - 84 exp(-20H) Q+ - 117exp(-18H) - 57exp(-18H) Q+

- 4515/16 exp(-16H) + 48 exp(-16H)/Q+ - 72 exp(-16H) Q+

- 114exp(-14H) - 9exp(-14H)Q+ - 459/4 exp(-12H) + 12 exp(-12H) Q+

+ 541 exp(-lOH) + 3 exp(-lOH) Q+ - 417/8 exp(-8H)
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F9 - 18 exp(-52H) + 72 exp(-50H) + 54 exp(-48H) + 72 exp(-46H)

+ 90 exp(-44H) + 288 exp(-4?.H) + 216 exp(-40H) + 288 exp(-38H)

+ 153 exp(-36H) + 324 exp(-34H) + 243 exp(-32H) + 324 exp(-30H)

+ 255 exp(-28H) + 576 exp(-26K) + 432 exp(-24H) - 42 exp(-24H) Q+

+ 576exp(-22H) - 168 exp(-22H) Q+ + 84 exp(-20H) - 126 exp(-20H) Q+

- 48exp(~18H) + 24 exp(-18H)/Q+ - 336 exp(-18H) Q+ + 552 exp(-!6H)

- 128 exp(-16H) Q~3 - 36 exp(-16H) Q+ + 512 exp(-14H)

+ 24 exp(-14H)/Q+ + 48 exp(-14H) Q+ + 5636/3 exp(-12H)

+ 18 exp(-12H)Q+ - 656 exp(-lOH) + 24 exp(-IOH) Q+ + 6 exp(-8H) Q+

F]Q - -54exp(-58H) - 432 exp(-56H) - 2313/2 exp(-54H) - 1494 exp(-52H)

- 1899exp(-50H) - 2292 exp(-48H) - 4068 exp(-46H) - 4878 exp(-44H)

- 23643/4 exp(-42H) - 4362 exp(-40H) + 9 exp(-36H) Q+

- 9009/2 exp(-38H) + 72 exp(-38H) Q+ - 4113 exp(-36H)

+ 198 exp(-36H) Q+ - 20313/4 exp(-34H) + 288 exp(-34H) Q+

- 5022 exp(-32H) + 351 exp(-32H) Q+ - 28341/4 exp(-30H)

- 7497 exp(-28H) - 4941/8 exp(-28H) Q+ - 18027/2 exp(-26H)

- 2475/2 exp(-26H) Q+ - 5034 exp(-24H) - 13173/8 exp(-24H) Q+

- 5361/4 exp(-22H) - 1149/2 exp(-22H) Q+ + 3444 exp(-20H)

+ 3 exp(-20H)/Q+ - 6735/8 exp(-20H) Q+ + 6768 exp(-18H)

- 672 exp(-18H)/Q+ - 96 exp(-18H) Q~
3 + 342 exp(-18H) Q+

+ 4352 exp(-16H) + 6 exp(-16H)/Q+ + 768 exp(-16H) Q~
5

- 96 exp(-14H) Q~3 - 186 exp(-14H) Q+ - 4260 exp(-12H)

+ 45/4 exp(-!6H) Q+ + 5015 exp(-14H) + 96 exp(-14H)/Q+

+ 3 exp(-12H)/Q+ + 249/8 exp(-12H) Q+ + 1451/5 exp(-lOH)

+ 27/2 exp(-lOH) Q+ + 315/8 exp(-8H) Q+ + 45/2 exp(-6H) Q+

+ 17/8 exp(-4H) Q+ .
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Appendix E
MEAN FIELD THEORY

In this appendix some mean field approximation will be discussed
on systems treated in a RT approach in chapter 6.

The well-known molecular field equation of state for the ferro-
magnet

M - tanh(H+KM) (E.I)

for magnetization M, coupling constant K and field H, can be arrived

at in several ways: (1) as an approximation in which the interaction

between individual spins is replaced by an interaction with an

effective field proportional to the average magnetization; (2) one
45)

can obtain eq. E.I by means of a variational principle by mini-

mizing an upper bound to the free energy; or (3) as an exact de-

scription of a model with infinitely weak interactions of infinitely

long range. I will not go into the details of such derivation but

only observe that in these three approaches the free energy is found

to be a minimum of a function of which eq. E.l is the stationarity

condition. Therefore if eq. E.l has more solutions mostly only one is

physical.

The NNN-model and the metamagnet discussed in sec. 6.1 have been
35)

solved in a mean field approximation by several authors . Some of

its properties will be investigated below. I will focus on the NNN-

model as the metamagnet does not have a tricritical transition in two

dimensions. Let the sublattices be defined in fig. 6.!, and the sub-

lattice magnetization be given by y and v respectively such that the

total magnetization is M » J (y+v). Then

\i * tanh(H+K,v

v « tanh(H+K,u

These equations can be decoupled by the introduction of

F * H + KjV + K,p (E.3) I
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then

tanh(F+(K2-Kj)vi)

tanh(F+(K2-K,)v)
(E.4)

Note that vi and v satisfy the same equation, and consequently can

only be different when the equation has multiple solutions. One can

readily convince oneself that eq. E.4 has more than one solution only

if K2-K.>I. In the region K--K.< 0 y and v are necessarily equal,

and the two equations E.2 are brought back to one:

M tanh(H+(Kj+K2)M) (E.5)

This yields a spontaneous magnetization for H * 0 if K +K_>1, and

a critical transition at K,+K2 " '•

In the case K_-K. > 0 the variable v can be solved graphically as a

function of y from a diagram of the solutions of eq. E.4 shown in

fig. E.la. The result is shown in fig. E.]b where the straight line

represents the case that y * v and the closed loop that y f6 v. Now

the field H can be found as a function y from eq. E.3. The result

a. b. c.

Figure E.l. The sublattice magnetization y plotted versus F (a.),
v (b.) and H ( c ) . The dashed lines emphasize that the
various solutions intersect at the value of y for which F
is extremal (K^--!, K2= .5) .
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shown in fig. E.lc, consists of a trivial solution with IJ = v and for

some values of H in addition a solution with p # v. The point where

the two solutions intersect is a critical point; for larger values of

H y>vand the staggered magnetization M
s

is zero and for

smaller values of H M is non zero and double valued. The value p
s c

and H of p and H at this critical point can be explicitly calculated

and I shall expand H about p , for p ^ v. Let

0((p-pc)
4) . (E.6a)

F = F(pc) + (v-pc)
2 F? + (v-pc)

3 F3 + 0((v-pc)
4) . (E.6b)

Let also

v - pc + (p-pc) Nj + (VI-PC)
2 N2 + 0((p-pc)

3)

H * Hc + (P-PQ) Hj + (p~Pc)
2 H£ * 0((p-pc)

3)

(E.7)

(E.8)

Substitution of eq. E.7 in E.6b and comparison with eg. E.6a yields

(E.9)

From eq. E.3 and E.8 this results in

K
(E.JO)

The coefficients F_ and F_ and also p can be calculated from eq. E.4

in the form

F - arctanh(p) - (E.ll)

With some trivial algebra this leads to
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((3VV

(E.12)

(E.13)

The picture now is that when H approaches H from above there is at

first only one solution, but for H < H there is a second solution

with y 5s v, which is in fact the stable one in this region. However

when H_ (eq. E.13) changes sign an entirely different behavior is

found. This is shown in fig. E.2c and d where the sublattice

magnetization y and the total magnetization are plotted versus H. For

comparison also the situation described above is shown in fig. E.2a

H

a.

C.

•
M

b.

H

d.

'•&•

Figure E.2. Solutions for the magnetization M and s^iblattice magneti-
zation p. In a and b the situation with H2 < 0, in c and
d with H2 > 0.
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and b. From the picture c and d it can be seen that the single so-

lution for large H cannot continuously go over into the multiple so-

lution for smaller H. The stable solution in fig. E.2 is indicated by

solid curves, the dashed curves are the unstable solutions. Thus at

H - 0 there is a critical transition at temperature T.T; for finite field a

similar transition <:akes place at a somewhat lower temperature. This

critical curve in the T-H plane continues for stronger field and

lower temperature in a first order curve. The tricritical point where

this change from second order to first order takes place is given by

H2 - 0 (eq. E.13). In fig. E.3 the projection of the set of such

tricritical points in the parameter space of K., K_ and H is shown in

the K -K? plane. Unfortunately when the ratio K_/|K1| is less than

3/5 the complete solution is more complicated. Even when H_< 0 the

solution with y # v turns out to be not unique in a small region of

the field. This results not in a simple change of the transition from

second to first order, but in a first order transition in addition to

the second order, i.e. at a fixed temperature, variation of the field

-3

Figure S.3. The straight lines represent the zero field critical
points. The curve shows the tricritical curve.
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causes two consecutive transitions. This seems unrealistic for the

Ising model. For more details of this situation I refer the reader to
35 \

a review of Kincaid and Cohen . The tricritical curve is only re-

liable for K. > - 1.4. The remainder is obscured by the multiple so-

lution just mentioned and the associated first order transition. Note

that this part is in reasonable agreement with fig. 6.5.

The model discussed in sec. 6.2 can be treated in much the same

way. In the system the sublattices can order antiferromagnetically by

themselves and therefore

each sublattice should

be divided again in two

sublattices. Thus the

complete lattice consists

of four sublattices ac-

cording to fig. E.4 with

sublattice magnetization

Pj, u2, Vj and v2, such that y - Hv^+V^)*
 v m l(v,+v2) and M - J(u+v).

The basic equations are

'1

'1

'1

'I

Figure E.4. Division in sublattices.

tanh(KjV+K4P2)

(E.14)

The two symmetries namely for change of sign of K. and of K. are pre-

served in these equations: simultaneous inversion of K., v. and v_

leaves the equations invariant and so does inversion of K, accompanied

with interchange of v. and y.. Therefore it is sufficient to study

the system for K. and K, positive.

Introduce F and F :

(E.15)

then
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v. « tanMF^v.) CE'16)

both for i » 1, 2. It follows that u. • P2
 s*nce F

u *
s tne saaie

monotonic function of both. Whether v. • v, depends on K,; first I

will study the case K, < 1, then v. • v, necessarily. Equations E.14

simplify to

V * tanh(K.v+K.v)

-I^v) (E'17)

Again introduce a variable F * K.

F * (Kj-K,)u (p

F - (K,+K4)v+arctanh(v) .
 (E*18)

Now both ji and v are aonotonic functions of F and consequently of

each other. Therefore eq. E.17 can be written as:

arctanh(v) * K p(v) - K,v , (E.19)

where y is a function of v. |

This equation has more than one solution when the derivative of the

righthand side in v » 0 exceeds 1. This derivative is:

Kf 4>L - K/ « Kf # £ £ - KA . (E.20)
1 dv 4 1 dF/dji 4

With a little algebra, I obtain the result that the curve

K^+K^ - 1 (E.21)

separates the region where only one trivial solution is y * v * 0 from

that where the system will order spontaneously <

When K, > 1 v, ̂  v_ and the equations are
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V " tanh(K.v+K,y )

v, - tanh(K,Ti-K4v2) (E.22)

The v sublattice will be ferromagnetically ordered and have a finite

magnetization p. Therefore the v sublattice can be considered as an

antiferromagnet in a "field" K.u. As I have shown before, the sub-

lattice magnetizations v. and v~ will be different only if the field

K.u is not too strong. The critical value of the field where v. and

v~ just separate is given by eq. E.12 together with the critical

value of v:

vl
(E.23)

Elimination of v and u from eq. E.23 and E.22 yields a critical curve

given by

P - tanh(K, / 1 - ̂ - + K,P) - 0
(E.24)

with P - — {ln(i^+ vS^T) + ̂  JfyT } .

The complete critical curve eq. E.21 and E.24 is shown in fig. E.5.

The agreement with fig. 6.14 is good.
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Figure E.5. Phase diagram in the t^-Ki, plane
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Appendix F

CALCULATION OF HIGHER DERIVATIVES OF THE FREE ENERGY

In this appendix I will first briefly outline what computational

ingredients are necessary to evaluate the free energy and its higher

derivatives, i.e. derivatives higher than the first, by means ofaRT.

Thereafter the technical difficulties which arose when the calculation

was carried out, will be discussed. As a by-product a series ex-

pansion is obtained to calculate the free energy and its derivatives

similar to eq. 3.3 but converging much faster. The method is applied

explicitly to the transformation defined by eq. 5.26 and 5.27 and can

readily be generalized to any RT in two parameters, but every ad-

ditional coupling constant would require a considerable amount of

programming and computer time.

As before the free energy of nearest neighbor coupling K and

magnetic field H is given by the expression

f(K,H) « "I' T n d g(Kn,Hn) + IT* f O e V ) . (F.I)
n=o

Being concerned only with the ferromagnetic region below the critical

temperature, I assume that either K or H tends to infinity with m,

and that K > 0; for simplicity I take also H > 0. The number m is

chosen such that f <l^n,Hm) is given sufficiently accurate by 2Kn+rfn.

To calculate higher derivatives of £ it is necessary in the first

place to compute the functions g, K* and H' with as many derivatives.

When the RT is iterated it is necessary to calculate the derivatives

of g(K',H') with respect to K and H. Therefore an algorithm is needed

to calculate the derivatives of a composite function of two variables,

say derivatives of F(X(a,2/),Y(a:,J/)) with respect to x and y, for

given values of the derivatives of F with respect to X and Y, and of

X and Y with respect to x and y . To calculate the derivatives of

g(Kn,Hn) and of 2I^n+Hm it is only necessary to iterate such an algo-

rithm n times and m- 1 times respectively. Making use of the follow-

ing identity, I have written a computer program to calculate the

derivatives of a composite function of two variables.
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3N+M

N+M n-m m k . t -iVi I , t ^3
N!M! 7 T F__ I T 2 n -i

where F

(F.2)

3WF(X,Y)

X -
p q

and
s t s!

i and the symbol 2 indicates summation over the non-negative integers

i. p., q., s . and t. and the positive v. and y ., satisfying
{ 1 1 3 3 *• 3

k I

i , p * v < + jl, W *N '

ft Z

2 2 2
(Pj+qj) + q j > ( p 2

+ q 2 ) + q 2 > > ^pfe+qp + q f e > !

and

> ( s 7 +t 7 ) 2 +t 7 > 1.
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f

i
i

The last two lines are a compact way of saying that (p.,q.) and
Is If

likewise (s.,t.) form a set of unequal pairs such that

*i + qi > Pi+1 + H*\ a n d if Pi + qi ' Vi*\ * \+\ t h e n % >
The calculation of the derivatives of g, K* and H1 is a gener-

alization of the method outlined in sec. 3.2: First exp(K'(s')) is

calculated for s1 • ++, — and +- successively, then the logarithms

yield 3f'(s'), and K', H* and g are obtained by linear combination

subsequently. Since exp(3f(s')) is just a sum of exponentials, to

calculate its derivatives is trivial, but the derivatives of X*(.s'}

involve a simplified version of eq. F.2, with deletion of the product

of Y and ln(X) substituted for F(X,Y). A difficulty arises when it
SL

is evaluated for large K or H. Then generally one term in exp(JC(s'))

is strongly dominant, say C exp(J.K+J.H), and the derivatives are

almost equal to J? J? C exp (J,K+J, H). The logarithm W (sf) then is

J, K + J-H + In C and its derivatives hardly differ from zero. However

if these small numbers are calculated numerically by means of the

simplified version of eq. F.2 they are the result of cancellations of

a great number of very large terms. The numerical error of the

outcome is then not a reasonably small fraction of it, but at best it

is a reasonably small fraction of the largest term. Consequently for

large K or H the high derivatives of Kf, H* and g are not reliable.

Therefore instead of exp(Jf'(s')) itself I calculated the value and

the derivatives of another function namely of exp(3C*(s')) divided by

the largest term. These derivatives are small and of the same order

as the derivatives of the logarithm of this function. The function

3C(s') is then obtained by adding J.K + J H + lnC to this logarithm

and J, and J. to its first partial derivatives with respect to K and

H successively. This construction completely restored the accuracy of

the derivatives of the RT.

When eq. F.l is evaluated at zero field, it turns out that the

higher derivatives with respect to H of the series of g functions and

of I f (K™,!!111) do not converge. Though the combination of the two

tends to a finite limit for large m by cancellation of the two di-

vergences, this is yet serious as again the accuracy has been lost.

The cause of this lack of convergence is the following. Consider for

the moment K to be large, and observe by inspection of eq. 5.26 and
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5.27 that at zero H all higher derivatives of g, K'and H1 tend to zero

as exp(-8K) except the even derivatives of K* and g with respect to

H, which remain finite. Consequently the j-th derivative of g(Kf,H')

with respect to H is strongly dominated by one tern in eq. F.2:

[JL1J g(K',H')
3H1

3H W l 8(K',H«) 0(exp(-8K)) . (F.3)

The same can be applied to g(K ,H ), and henceforth to g(K ,H ). By

substitution of -̂ j=- • 4 + 0(exp(-8K)) I obtain
on

[mf
3H

g(Kn,Hn) + 0(exp(-8K)) . (F.4)

Noted that as the limit of g(K ,H ) is finite for even j it is
-ndclear that the sum of these derivatives even with a factor I diverges.

This problem can be cured as follows: Take the last term of the

sum in eq. F.I together with f (K^.H111) and observe that according to

eq. 5.26

) . (F.5)

The 2Km~ + H111" can be combined with the n - m - 2 term of the sum

in eq. F.I in exactly the same way, and this process can be repeated

down to the first term with the result

f(K,H) 2K + H + i- T ifnd A(Ln,Hn) (F.6)

It should be noted that the right hand side is just a truncated

series whereas eq. F.I contains in addition an estimate of the tail.

The tail of the sum in eq. F.6 is neglected as a consequence of the

substitution 2Km + H1" for fCl^.H111). This is justified by the con-
,n

vergence of the series being as rapid as 2~l which makes this ex-

pression numerically much more attractive than eq. F.I. Therefore it

is interesting to note that eq. F.6 can be readily generalized to

all RT's in finite lattice approximations, and is not a fortunate
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property of this specific transformation. Even the factor 4 for the

j-th derivative with respect to H can do no harm to the convergence.

In conclusion s. few words about computer time. Two programs used

in the analysis were particularly time consuming: the program DRCM22

to evaluate exp. F.2 for the calculation of the derivatives of a

composite function of two variables like F(XGr,y), Y(x}y)), and the

program DRCM12 to calculate the derivatives of a composite function

of which only the "inner" of the "composing" functions has two varia-

bles, like F(X(x,y)). These programs have been used to calculate all

partial derivatives up to the twentieth. An input parameter ND de-

termines how many derivatives are handled: if ND « 1 only the first

partial derivatives with respect to K and H are calculated: for ND «
32 32 32

2 the three second derivatives come out as well: -^g, „._ and 7o2*>

etc. The time necessary to execute the programs of course strongly

depends on ND. The program DRCM22 needs time in good approximation

proportional to 2 . For ND larger than say 12 the time necessary to

execute DRCM12 was negligible compared to that for DRCM22, and

consequently the execution time of the whole calculation is de-

termined almost entirely by the number of times DRCH22 is called.

The series eq. F.6 can be summed forwardly while iterating the

RT. The transformation program, only produces the derivatives of say

A(K ,H ) with respect to K and H . Therefore it is necessary to keep

track of the derivatives of Kn and H n with respect to K and H. This

takes three DRCM22 calls per iteration: for A, Kn and H n each.

It is possible to sum the series more efficiently. The transfor-

mation is iterated and the values and derivatives with respect to Kn

and H of A(K ,H ), K and H are stored, without any reference

to DRCM22. Subsequently the free energy and its derivatives at all

Kn, Hn can be calculated backwards from IC™" , H1"""1 down to K, H {see

eq. F.6):

f (IT2,

2Km"1 +

2K*-2 + H"
1"2 +

(F.7)

etc.,
m-1

where a(Kj, Hj) - 1 £ r < n" j ) d A(Kn, Hn)
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and can be calculated by means of the recursion

a(Kj, Hj) - | A(Kj,Hj) + l~

Therefore the program ORCM22 is executed m - 1 time, that is to ob-

tain the derivatives of a(KJ , HJ ) with respect to KJ and HJ from

those with respect to K J + and H J + for all j < m .

Thus the advantage of the "backward" method over the "forward"

summation are (i) the execution time has been reduced almost by a

factor 3, and moreover (ii) the free energy and its derivatives not

only at K, H but at all Kn, H n are explicitly known at some point of

the program, and can be printed if so desired.

To give an idea of the computer time necessary to do these cal-

culations: the execution of the transformation with 10, 15 or 20

derivatives on a Cyber 73/28 takes 2.4, 42 or 620 seconds respective-

ly, and the program DRCM22 takes 4, 170 or 5500 seconds.
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SAMENVATTING

De theorie van faseovergangen heeft zich steeds meer toegespitst

op het vinden van kritieke exponenten die het gedrag van de thermody-

namische functies in de buurt van een kritiek punt beschrijven. Het

geloof bestaat dat deze exponenten onafhankelijk zijn van de meeste

details van de microscopische interactie. Deze zogenaamde universali-

teitshypothese leert dat de kritieke exponenten volledig bepaald wor-

den door globale eigenschappen zoals de symmetrie van de orde parame-

ter en de dimensionaliteit van het systeem.

De renormalisatie-groep heeft zich een belangrijke plaats ver-

worven in de theorie van kritieke verschijnselen. Ze maakt het moge-

lijk om de singulariteiten van de vrije energie te beschrijven in

termen van analytische functies, en geeft een natuurlijke verklaring

voor het bestaan van universaliteit. De meest wezenlijke aanname in

de renormalisatietheorie is een soort schaal—invariantie van systemen

in de buurt van een kritiek punt. In feite is hiervan de algemene

geldigheid nooit bewezen, maar in de meeste gevallen leidt de aanname

tot goede resultaten. Als rekenmethode is de renormalisatie-groep

vooral geschikt gebleken voor het bepalen van kritieke exponenten.

In dit proefschrift worden verscheidene renormalisatie-transfor-

maties (RT) geconstrueerd voor Ising systemen. Een dergelijke trans-

formatie beeldt een thermodynamisch systeem af op een kleiner, soort-

gelijk systeem met behoud van de toestandssom. Met behulp van deze RT

worden naast kritieke punten ook eerste orde overgangen en meervoudig

kritieke p unten beschreven. Hiermee wordt aangetoond dat de theorie

een adequate beschrijving kan geven van deze verschijnselen. In

hoofdstuk ] wordt een overzicht gegeven van enige begrippen uit de

fysica van kritieke verschijnselen als universaliteit en scaling.

Het tweede hoofdstuk handelt over de renormalisatie-groep in het al-

gemeen. De constructie van een RT wordt besproken, en de implicaties

die het bestaan van een RT heeft voor de thermodynamica van het

systeem. Op formeel niveau wordt een recursie relatie voor de vrije

energie afgeleid, aangeduid met schaalvergelijking, waaruit de kri-

tieke exponenten en het singulier gedrag van de vrije energie volgen.

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt aangetoond dat maar één oplossing van de
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schaalvergelijking voldoet aan globale eisen die aan de vrije energie

worden opgelegd. Hieruit volgen dan niet alleen de kritieke exponen-

ten, maar ook de amplitudes van de singulariteiten en de komplete

thermodynamische functies. Met behulp van een benaderde RT worden de

vrije energie, de interne energie en de soortelijke warmte van het

vierkante Ising model berekend en vergeleken met de exacte oplossing.

De benaderde oplossing onderscheidt zich van de exacte vooral door

een verschuiving van de kritieke temperatuur net 5Z. In het vierde

hoofdstuk bereken ik de kritieke waarde van drie wisselwerkingspara-

meters van een Ising model als functie van hun onderlinge verhouding.

Om antiferromagnetisme te beschouwen blijkt het nodig te zijn de RT

met enige zorg te kiezen.

Het vijfde hoofdstuk handelt over eerste orde faseovergangen.

Ik laat zien aan welke eisen een RT moet voldoen om eerste orde over-

gangen te kunnen beschrijven. Het blijkt dat de eindig-roosterbenade-

ring aan deze eisen voldoet, en met behulp hiervan beschrijf ik het

vierkante Ising model in een magnetisch veld. De magnetisatie als

functie van de temperatuur en het veld worden berekend, in het bij-

zonder in de buurt van het kritieke punt. Aan de hand van een simpele

twee-parameter-RT behandel ik de vraag of de vrije energie regulier

is aan de faseovergang. Dit blijkt af te hangen van de analyticiteit

van het zogenaamde magnetische schaalveld behorend bij de eerste orde \

overgang. Uit een numerieke studie van een benaderde transformatie

blijkt dat de vrije energie voor dat geval niet analytisch is maar

essentieel singulier. De anomalie wijkt volledig af van het resul-
50)

taat van een vroegere renonnalisatie-beschrijving van Klein et al. ,

maar lijkt op het singuliere gedrag van het druppelmodel beschreven

door Langer .

In hoofdstuk 6 worden renormalisatie-berekeningen gedaan aan het

gedrag van antiferromagneten in een magnetisch veld. Twee modellen,

de metamagneet en het NNN—model, die in drie dimensies gelijksoortig

gedrag vertonen, blijken in twee dimensies essentieel te verschillen.

Tenslotte behandel ik een systeem waarin twee subroosters verschil-

lende ordening vertonen. Afhankelijk van de relatieve interactie-

sterkte en de onderlinge wisselwerking, kunnen verschillende kritieke

overgangen plaatsvinden.
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